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vAbstract
In the work for this thesis, a split-mirror-setup was designed and build, which was used
to split the XUV laser-pulse of FELs (Free Electron Laser) into two identical pulses from
which one can be delayed. With this setup the laser pulses of FLASH, Hamburg and
SCSS, Harima(Japan) where characterized temporally, to determine the temporal pulse-
structure for subsequent experiments. The intermolecular dynamics of the homonuclear
diatomic molecules nitrogen and oxygen were examined and the experimental results were
reproduced by classical simulations. In the measurement with oxygen for an energy band
of the coincident singly charged ions, an ionization probability was found that depends
on the delay between the two XUV-pulses. This can most probably be explained by the
autoionization of an excited singly charged molecular state. Subsequently the investigation
of the two photon double ionization (TPDI) of deuterium is presented. In the single pulse
experiments simulations within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation made it possible to
distinguish between the direct and sequential TPDI. In the pump-probe experiments light
was shed onto the dynamics of the TPDI. In addition, experiments with strong few-cycle
near-infrared (NIR) pulses are presented that examined the carrier envelope phase (CEP)
dependence of the non-sequential double ionization of argon. Implementing single-shot
CEP-tagging in conjunction with coincidence spectroscopy allowed to achieve unprece-
dented accuracy in measuring correlated electron dynamics.
Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wurde ein ”Split-Mirror-Setup” aufgebaut mit dem XUV Laserpulse von
FELs (Freie Elektronen Laser) in zwei identische Lichtpulse aufgeteilt und einer der beiden
verzo¨gert werden konnte. Mit diesem Aufbau wurden die XUV-FELs FLASH in Hamburg
und SCSS in Harima, Japan zeitlich charakterisiert, um die Pulsstruktur fu¨r die Analyse an-
schließender Experimente zu ermitteln. Die innermolekulare Dynamik der homonuklearen
diatomaren Moleku¨le Stickstoff und Sauerstoff wurde untersucht und die experimentellen
Ergebnisse mittels klassischer Simulationen reproduziert. In den Messungen mit Sauerstoff
wurde in einem Energiebereich der koinzidenten einfachgeladenen Sauerstoffionen eine Ion-
isationswahrscheinlichkeit gefunden, welche von dem zeitlichen Versatz der beiden XUV
Pulse abha¨ngt. Diese Dynamik kann vermutlich mit der Autoionisation eines angeregten
einfachgeladen Moleku¨lzustandes erkla¨rt werden kann. Anschließend wurde anhand von
Deuterium die Doppelionization mit zwei Photonen (engl. TPDI) untersucht. In den
Einzelpuls Experimenten konnte mittels Simulationen innerhalb der Born-Oppenheimer
Na¨herung zwischen der direkten und der sequentiellen TPDI unterschieden werden. In
Pump-Probe Messungen waren wir in der Lage, die Dynamik der TPDI zu beleuchten.
Des Weiteren wurden Experimente durchgefu¨hrt, um die Abha¨ngigkeit der nicht sequen-
tiellen Doppelionization in starken nah-infraroten (NIR) Laserfeldern, bestehend aus nur
wenigen Zyklen von der Tra¨ger-Einhu¨llende-Phase (engl. carrier-envelope phase, CEP), zu
untersuchen. Durch den Einsatz der Einzelschuss CEP-Messung konnte eine bisher nicht
erreichte Genauigkeit in der Messung korrelierter Elektronenprozesse erreicht werden.
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Preamble
Light induced non-linear reactions were observed first in 1931, when Go¨ppert-Mayer pre-
dicted that the energies of more than one photon can be absorbed to ionize a bound
electron [1]. Although the first signs of two-photon processes had been measured in the
radio frequency absorption spectra of molecular Rubidium fluoride in 1950 [2], it took until
the development of the laser in the 60ies to provide experimental results to prove multi-
photon ionization [3]. Nearly at the same time it was found that mechanisms of non-linear
ionization depend on the frequency as well as the intensity of the light. In this time basic
theoretical concepts for strong-field-induced phenomena, which are still valid today, were
developed [4–7]. Especially in the pioneering work of Keldysh, quantitative conditions
for the practicality of the perturbative photon or the quasi-static non-perturbative field
description of non-linear optical processes have been developed [4].
With the development of laser sources with even higher intensities, it became possi-
ble to release more than one electron from an atom. Since the first observation of dou-
bly charged ions produced by multi-photon ionization [8], many-electron dynamics and
electron-electron correlations in intense laser pulse interacting with matter [9, 10], along
with the studies of few-electron ionization with single photon absorption [11, 12], have be-
come one of the most interesting topics in atomic, molecular and optical physics. Whereas
the latter process, where the electrons have to share the energy of a single photon, is only
possible due to electron-electron correlation. It turned out that in case of strong field
double or multiple ionization, both independent (”sequential”) or correlated (”direct” or
”non-sequential”) electron emission takes place. Which one is taking place depends on the
parameters of the light field and the atomic or molecular structure. In particular, field in-
duced correlation by laser-driven electron recollision was found to be of crucial importance
at moderate field intensities, in some cases enhancing multiple ionization cross sections for
linearly polarized light by many orders of magnitude [13–16]. However, the details of the
underlying dynamics are not completely settled and are subject of continuing experimental
as well as theoretical effort (see e.g. [17–20]).
Until very recently, measurements of non-linear few-electron processes were only possi-
ble in the optical and infrared domain, where a non-perturbative description of the light-
atom interaction is required. In the last ten to twenty years the rapid development of
laser- (high-harmonic generation, HHG) [21, 22] and accelerator-based (FEL) [23–26] light
sources made it possible to generate intense, ultra short pulses with a wavelength from
the XUV up to the X-ray regime. Those made it feasible to extend experiments on multi-
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photon multi-electron reactions towards the perturbative regime at shorter wavelengths.
This regime is not accessible with synchrotron sources [27–45]. Enormous theoretical inter-
est has emerged to describe basic few-photon few-electron reactions for simple atomic and
molecular systems because of their fundamental nature and some practical applications.(see
[46–65] for a selection of recent publications). Furthermore, these novel light sources, which
currently provide pulses shorter than ten fs with the realistic prospects of reaching into the
sub-fs regime (FELs), or even less than one hundred as (HHG), are opening the door for
a variety of novel time-resolved experiments. These will significantly extend the borders
of today’s ultrafast science, not only in terms of the time resolution that can be achieved
([66–68], see [21] for a current review), and new electronic states that can be accessed with
exclusively or X-ray pulses [66, 69, 70], also in terms of techniques imaging the dynamics.
In particular, time-resolved X-ray diffraction [71] or electron holography [72] experiments
raise the hope of recording the ”molecular movie”, i.e. tracking the nuclear motion during
a chemical reaction. Also the three dimensional imaging of photo-electrons emerging upon
absorption of an XUV- or X-ray probe pulse will enable to directly follow the evolution of
electronic states during the ”breaking and making” of molecular bonds without the need of
spectroscopic information as in a typical femto-chemistry experiment in the optical regime
[73].
Decades of research with intense optical lasers and synchrotron radiation established
dedicated experimental tools for investigation of multiple ionization and fragmentation
processes in atoms and molecules. Starting with measuring intensity-dependent ion yields
and total ionization cross sections respectively and continuing with measurements of sin-
gle or multiple differential cross sections, instrumental progress recently culminated in
experiments yielding fully differential data for fragmentation of simple atomic [17, 74–
76] and molecular [77–80] systems. Here, a major step was achieved with the invention
of coincident cold-target recoil-ion and electron momentum spectroscopy. These spec-
trometers (sometimes called ”reaction microscopes” [81–84]), based on combined electric-
and magnetic-field projection techniques, time- and position-sensitive micro-channel plate
(MCP) detectors and supersonic gas jets providing cold atomic or molecular targets, al-
lowed for the simultaneous and coincident measurement of the full 3D momentum vectors
for several charged reaction fragments (the so-called kinematically complete experiments).
Due to the fact that the fragments are imaged with a large (often reaching 4pi) solid angle,
in many cases these spectrometers enabled recording complete probability densities of the
final many-particle momentum states. This, along with the possibility of reliable back-
ground elimination procedures applying momentum conservation conditions [84, 85] gener-
ating remarkable clean spectra, made this technique extremely successful in time-resolved
experiments [69, 70, 86–90]. Because of its capabilities to separate different reaction chan-
nels leading to the same final states and cleanly revealing even weak ionization pathways
based on the energy- and angular-resolved many particle detection, this approach has now
become a state of the art technique for FEL [36, 37, 40–44, 91] and HHG [69, 70] based
atomic and molecular research.
With IR lasers, time resolved measurements [73, 87, 88, 92–95] gave ground breaking
insight into the dynamics of molecular reactions. Here, higher charge states of the molecules
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can be reached via multi-photon and tunnel ionization processes. The combination of time
resolved experiments with XUV light from FELs or HHG sources [66, 67, 70, 96–98], allowed
to examine dynamics of higher ionized states of atoms and molecules that are produced
within a single or multi-photon excitation.
In the first chapter the theoretical background for the understanding of the experiments
performed with XUV-radiation and reaction microscopes during this work is introduced.
It starts with an overview of ionization mechanisms in matter-light interactions, and then
an introduction into the single photon interactions in the perturbation picture, valid in the
XUV experiments, is given. In the end of this chapter an insight is given into the concepts
of molecular physics necessary for the experiments performed with deuterium, nitrogen
and oxygen as target gases.
The second chapter describes the experimental tools used to perform the experiments.
In the beginning the technique of Free Electron Lasers (FELs) is explained. These FELs
were used because until now they are the only machines that are able to produce XUV
radiation with such intensities to perform multi-photon experiments. After this the reaction
microscope is explained that was mentioned before and also the calculation of the momenta
is detailed. Then the split mirror setup that enabled us to perform XUV pump XUV probe
measurements at the FELs in Hamburg and in Harima, Japan is introduced.
The third chapter is the first chapter to describe experimental results. The intermolecu-
lar reaction dynamic in molecules in oxygen and nitrogen triggered by a pumping ionization
with an XUV pulse and the evolution in the pumped state and then the final Coulomb
explosion is induced by a second XUV pulse is investigated. This way a nearly unper-
turbed molecule can be examined. This leads to a nearly perfect benchmark experiment
to test molecular theories. Here a simple simulation using Newton’s physics is performed.
The most limiting factor is the absence of molecular potential curves of highly excited
molecules.
In the fourth chapter the temporal behavior of free electron laser pulses is characterized.
These pulses show a totally different temporal behavior than the IR laser pulses used for the
experiments chapter in seven. While IR pulses are relatively Gaussian shaped, the pulses
of FELs consists of several spikes and due to the stochastically formation from shot noise
(see section 2.1) none looks like the other. With the split mirror setup described in section
2.3 it was possible to measure autocorrelation traces the FLASH in Hamburg, Germany
and SCSS in Harima, Japan. These pulse characterizations are necessary to enable the
modeling of the experiments performed at these FELs described in the subsequent chapters.
We were the first to characterize the pulses at SCSS but only the second to perform such
measurements at FLASH.
Chapter number five is dedicated to transient depletion of inner-valence states with a
subsequent autoionization in oxygen. The time-dependence of this autoionization mecha-
nism could be measured. Especially for molecules, autoionization is an important electronic
many-body problem where not many theories are available because the wave-functions
cannot be described in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. It was found that the au-
toionization distance is in the order of 30 A˚. This long range interaction between the two
oxygen atoms is usually neglected.
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The sixth chapter describes the two photon double ionization of deuterium. It is among
the most fundamental nonlinear processes in atomic physics and it can be considered as
a benchmark process to test nonlinear theories and to investigate electron-electron cor-
relations in atoms and the coupling between electronic and nuclear motion in molecules
beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA). In this experiment it was possible
to distinguish between the direct two photon double ionization and the sequential one. The
split mirror setup enabled us to trace the time dependence of this processes in agreement
with calculations presented in this chapter. This model experiment leads the way to the
understanding of the two photon double ionization in more complex systems.
The sevenths and last chapter describes experiments that were performed independently
to examine strong-field near-IR ionization in contrast to the XUV experiments. Here
although the light has the same intensities, because of the much larger wavelength, the
ionization shows a completely different characteristic and has to be described in the field
regime. The chapter introduces strong-field ionization of atoms, describes the femtosecond
laser system and the setup used for single-shot CEP tagging. Finally, the CEP dependence
of the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI) of argon and neon is examined. Special
attention is put in the different behavior of the two doubly ionization mechanism of NSDI
with direct recoil ionization where the second ionization is an (e, 2e)-like process on the
one hand and recoil excitation with subsequent tunneling ionization (RESI) on the other.
In the NSDI of argon RESI is the dominant ion process while in the NSDI of neon the
(e, 2e)-like process is dominant. Therefore these two rare gases are perfect model systems
to explore the different behaviors of the CEP dependence of the two different processes.
Chapter 1
Theory
In this chapter a short introduction into the theory of the interaction between matter and
light and molecular reactions is given.
In the first part the interaction of light with matter is explained starting with the
dipole interaction parameter, which is subsequently handled within the dipole approxima-
tion. Afterwards the selection rules in one photon transitions, that are important for the
XUV experiments, are deduced. To give a general view of the effects of single ionization
these are discussed before the trajectories of charged particles in an oscillating field are
investigated. The latter are necessary to understand the mechanisms of the non sequential
double ionization which is explained at the end of this chapter.
1.1 Ionization of atoms and molecules in light-fields
In principle there are four different types for ionization with light that can be treated
within different models: The single-photon ionization (1), the multi-photon ionization (2),
the tunneling ionization (3) and the over-the-barrier ionization (4). The ionization schemes
(1) and (2) are described in the photon pictures, while (3) and (4) can be described via
light as a time-dependent electric field.
Figure 1.1: Mechanisms of the ionization of atoms on the example of Hydrogen. (Figure
from [99])
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Keldysh showed in his groundbreaking work in 1965, that all these mechanisms are only
different aspects of the universal process of nonlinear photoionization [4].
Whereas the single- and the multi-photon ionization can be explained to a good ap-
proximation with perturbation theory, the tunneling ionization which occurs at higher
intensities can be explained using the electric field of the laser pulse. To distinguish the
cases where the two models are valid, Keldysh considered the time an electron takes to
tunnel through the potential barrier as given in 1.1.
t =
√
2meIP
eE
∝ ω−1t , (1.1)
where IP is the ionization potential of the atom or molecule and E is the momentary
electric field strength. The Keldysh parameter γ puts this frequency ωt in relation to the
external electric field and the ionization potential IP to the ponderomotive potential UP
respectively,
γ =
ωlaser
ωt
=
√
IP
2 UP
. (1.2)
where UP is the ponderomotive potential, averaged over at least one cycle of the electric
field average kinetic energy of an oscillating electron within the laser field. It is defined as:
UP =
e2E20
4meω2laser
=
Ie2λ2
2piε0c2me
, (1.3)
here E0 is the maximum electric field strength of the oscillating field with frequency ω.
This means UP is proportional to the square of the wavelength. At a wavelength of 800
nm and an intensity I = 1013W/cm2 UP is 0.6 eV while at a XUV wavelength of 30 nm
UP is significantly smaller with 8.5 · 10−4 eV. Therefore UP can typically be neglected in
the XUV wavelength regime and the photon picture has to be applied, even if the electic
field of the light has the same strength.
Two cases are distinguished: If the oscillation period of the external electric field is
small in comparison to the tunneling time, tunneling ionization can occur and represent
an adequate picture to describe the ionization. This is true for:
γ  1, (1.4)
tunneling regime.
But if the oscillation time is short in comparison to the tunneling time, this picture can
not be used and the ionization has to be treated in the photon picture. In this case it is
valid when:
γ  1, (1.5)
photon regime.
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1.2 Perturbation Theory
As described in the last section, when the Keldysh parameter γ is larger than one, the
photon picture in the pertubation regime has to be applied. This is the case for XUV
radiation.
The basis to the description of the atom-light interaction is the Hamilton operator Hˆ
of the system. It consists of the Hamiltonian of the free atom Hˆat and the atom-light
interaction operator Vˆ :
Hˆ = Hˆat + Vˆ (1.6)
We imagine the atom thereby simplified as a two level system. This means that there
is a ground state |1〉 as well as an excited state |2〉, which are separated by an energy
difference of ∆E21 = ~ (ω2 − ω1) = ~ω21 from each other. A monochromatic light field
with the oscillation frequency ωlaser is allowed to interact with this two-level atom.
Figure 1.2: For the atom-light interaction we reduce the atom to two states, which interacts
with a light field of frequency ωL/2pi. For a majority of cases this is a good approxima-
tion if a near resonance interaction is present, i.e. ω21 ≈ ωL, because coupling between
other energy states can be neglected due to of the large detuning. For the ionization this
assumption is valid for the XUV, but not strong-field IR, experiments.
1.2.1 The atom-light-interaction operator
For a particle with a dipole moment in an external electric field, an interaction energy of
V = −~d · ~E is valid. In our case the external electric field is not static, but it is rather
described by the oscillating electric field ~E(~r, t) of a light field.
In the case considered here, the wavelength of light in the visible range is much larger
than the size of a single atom. The spatial variation of the electric field across the atom
can be neglected and therefore we can in first-order approximation evaluate the electric
field at the location ~R of the atom:
E (~r, t) ∼ E(~R, t) = ~E (t) (1.7)
In our further examination the atom does not change its position during the atom-light
interaction. Because of this, the spatial dependence of the electric field on the coordinate
8 1. Theory
Figure 1.3: Electric dipole approximation. An atom at the position ~R has an extension of
the electron cloud that is in the order of the Bohr radius a0. This is dependent upon on
the wavelength being 1.000 to 10.000 times smaller than that of the light field interacting
with the atom. Therefore the electric field at the location of the atom is given, to a very
good approximation, as ~E (~r, t) ≈ ~E(~R, t).
of the atom can be neglected. The oscillating electric field of a light beam can be described
as:
~E (t) = ~εE0 cos (ωLt) , (1.8)
where ~ε stands for the to 1 normalized polarization vector, E0 is the amplitude and ωL the
oscillation frequency of the light field.
Therefore the atom-light interaction operator,Vˆ , can be written as:
Vˆ = −~d · ~E (t) (1.9)
with the electric dipole operator ~d = −e~r.
1.2.2 Optical Bloch equation
The goal is to predict the temporal evolution of an arbitrary state vector in the two level
atom under the influence of light. For this the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation is
applied:
i~
∂
∂t
ψ(~r, t) = Hˆψ(~r, t) =
(
Hˆat + Vˆ
)
ψ(~r, t) (1.10)
We use the following ansatz for the wave function:
ψ(~r, t) = c1(t)e
−iω1tu1(~r) + c2(t)e−iω2tu2(~r), (1.11)
whereas c1(t) and c2(t) describe the time-dependent amplitudes of the two stationary eigen-
functions u1(~r) and u2(~r). The insertion of 1.11 in 1.10 and the formation of the scalar
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product from the left with e−iωjtuj(~r) delivers the two equations for the time-dependent
coefficients c1(t) and c2(t)
c˙1(t) = i
dε21E0
~
e−iω21t cos(ωLt)c2(t)
c˙2(t) = i
dε21E0
~
e−iω21t cos(ωLt)c1(t).
(1.12)
Here dε21 = 〈2|~d|1〉 · ~ε =
∫
u∗2(~r)~du1(~r) d
3r · ~ε is the projection of the dipole matrix element
onto the polarization vector.
The dipole matrix element ~d21 = 〈2|~d|1〉 determines the coupling strength of the tran-
sition. The transition probability will then be proportional to the coupling strength and
the intensity. If the dipole matrix element is vanishing, the transition is forbidden.
If we are putting our atom now into a high intensity light field (intensity I ≈ 1012 −
1013W/cm2) of IR radiation with ωL  ω21, the transition with one photon is not possible
and we have to modify our model. Fabre et al. found the experimental ionization rates
can be described very well with lowest order perturbation theory, as described above, with
the absorption of n photons [100]. The ionization rate ωn follows the power law according
to:
ωn = σnI
n. (1.13)
This law has been reviewed and could be approved for low intensities. Unfortunately
the power law loses its validity if the assumption for the population of the initial state can
not be neglected anymore. This means that the initial state is depleted and therefore the
yield saturates. Additionally, intensity dependent corrections of ωn are necessary if the
states of the atom are Stark shifted in the electric field of the laser [101]. If the intensities
are higher than 1013 W/cm2, perturbation theory can not be applied anymore and other
theories have to be applied (see section 7.1.1.2).
1.2.3 Selection rules
Not all energetically possible transitions are valid and some are more likely to occur than
others. This section addresses the question of which transitions are possible and will occur
and therefore have to be treated in the simulation of the ionization events.
1.2.3.1 Selection rules for optical dipole transitions
If an atom-light interaction occurs, for the dipole transition the following conditions have
to be fulfilled:
~d21 · ~ε 6= 0⇔ 〈2|~d|1〉 · ~ε 6= 0⇔ 〈2|~r · ~ε|1〉 6= 0 (1.14)
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First of all, the dipole matrix element may not disappear, i.e. ~d21 6= 0. Additionally 1.14
means that the projection of the dipole matrix element on the polarization vector ~ε of the
light field is not allowed to vanish. If these conditions are fulfilled a transition is possible.
In general we are able to expand an arbitrary polarization state of a light field in basis
vectors. For our purposes the following basis vectors lend themselves to usage:
basis vector notation remark
εˆ1 = − 1√2 (xˆ+ iyˆ) σ+ polarization circular, right turning
εˆ0 = zˆ pi polarization linear
εˆ−1 = 1√2 (xˆ− iyˆ) σ− polarization circular, left turning
For a closer analysis of 1.14 we take a look at ~r · ~ε:
r1 = ~r · ~ε1 = − 1√
2
(x+ iy) = − 1√
2
r sin θeiϕ = r
(
4pi
3
) 1
2
Y1,1(ϕ, θ),
r0 = z = r cos θ = r
(
4pi
3
) 1
2
Y1,0(ϕ, θ),
r−1 = ~r · ~ε−1 = − 1√
2
(x− iy) = 1√
2
r sin θe−iϕ = r
(
4pi
3
) 1
2
Y1,−1(ϕ, θ).
(1.15)
For the projection of the dipole matrix element from equation 1.14 we deduce:
~ε · ~d21 = e
∑
q=0.±1
~ε∗q(~r21)q with (~r21)q = εˆq · ~r21 and ~εq = εˆq · ~ε (1.16)
if one considers the quantum states |1〉 and |2〉 to be two states |n, l,m〉 and |n′, l′,m′〉 of
a hydrogen like atom. For (~r21)q together with 1.15 it results:
(~rn′l′m′,nlm)q =
(
4pi
3
) 1
2
∞∫
0
dr r3Rn′l′(r)Rnl(r)×
∫
dΩ Y ∗l′m′(ϕ, θ)Y1,q(ϕ, θ)Ylm(ϕ, θ). (1.17)
The radial part in equation 1.17 is always larger than zero and in the dimension of the
Bohr radius a0 = 5, 3 · 10−11 m. The angular dependent fraction of the integral can be
written with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as:
∫
dΩ Y ∗l′m′(ϕ, θ)Y1,q(ϕ, θ)Ylm(ϕ, θ) =
(
3
4pi
2l + 1
2l′ + 1
) 1
2
〈l100|l′0〉〈l1mq|l′m′〉. (1.18)
The last Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 〈l1mq|l′m′〉 is only unequal to zero if:
These selection rules also have a descriptive meaning. For example circularly polarized
σ+ light with q = +1 has to be used for a transition of m′ = m + 1. This is easy to
see, because a superposition of m and m+ 1 states inherits a rotating charge distribution
around the z axis with a positive rotation direction. Such a rotating charge distribution
can only be excited by a positive circular polarized light field.
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m+ q = m′, ∆m = 0,±1,
l′ = l ± 1, ∆l = ±1,
1.2.3.2 Selection rules concerning the parity of the states
On the basis of the parity of the dipole matrix element involved wave functions and oper-
ators, among other things one can determine if the matrix element vanishes or not.
The parity operator, Pˆ , results in an inversion at the origin. Due to the commutation
of the parity operator with the atomic Hamiltonian, the eigenstates of the hydrogen atom
are also eigenstates of the parity operator with eigenvalues of ±1.
The position operator ~r of the electron transforms under the parity operator in the
following way:
Pˆ−1~rPˆ = −~r. (1.19)
For the wave function of the hydrogen atom it is imperative that:
PˆRnl(r)Ylm(ϕ, θ) = (−1)lRnl(r)Ylm(ϕ, θ). (1.20)
The parity of the hydrogen wave function is accordingly either +1 (gerade) or -1 (unger-
ade) depending on if l is even or uneven.
The dipole matrix element between two hydrogen-like states can then be written as:
〈n′l′m′|~r|nlm〉 = 〈n′l′m′|Pˆ Pˆ−1~rPˆ Pˆ−1|nlm〉
= (−1)l+l′+1〈n′l′m′|~r|nlm〉. (1.21)
If l+ l′+1 is uneven, equation 1.21 can only be fulfilled if the dipole matrix element is zero.
From this we draw the conclusion, that the dipole operator is only connecting quantum
states with different parities.
1.3 Molecular physics concepts
This section covers only a few of the most relevant concepts necessary for the understanding
of the data presented in this thesis.
1.3.1 Potential energy curves
Due to the large number of possible configurations of its constituent particles (nuclei and
electrons), the representation of a molecule can be complicated. One way of presenting a
simple diatomic molecular system is a potential energy curve diagram. Figure 1.4 shows an
example of such a diagram for doubly charged O2.The x axis is the internuclear distance
and the y axis presents the potential energy.
Figure 1.4 shows that despite the large numbers of states and shapes of the potential
curves, they dissociate into a relatively small number of final states.
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Figure 1.4: Molecular potential energy curves of the doubly charged oxygen molecule [102].
Other important characteristics are the shapes of the potential energy curves. Some
like the X1Σ+g show a clear potential well indicating that the molecule is bound. Others
show no well at all, indicating that these are dissociating states of the molecule. This
means that after those particular potential energy curves are populated, the molecules will
split into two separated particles.
The specific shape of the potential energy curves at small internuclear distances (>5
A˚) is mainly determined by the molecular electron wave function interacting with the
nuclei (i.e.: the particular molecular electron orbital). At large internuclear distances (also
called the dissociation limit), the potential energy curves will group into a finite number
of possibilities governed by the atomic states of the dissociation fragments. An example
for O2+2 is given in figure 1.4.
1.3.2 Franck-Condon principle
The Franck-Condon principle can be described both classically and quantum mechanically.
The IUPAC Compendium of Chemical Terminology [103] refers to the Franck-Condon
principle as:
”Classically, the Franck-Condon principle is the approximation that an electronic tran-
sition is most likely to occur without changes in the positions of the nuclei in the molecular
entity and its environment. The resulting state is called a Franck-Condon state, and the
transition involved a vertical transition. The quantum mechanical formulation of this prin-
ciple is that the intensity of a vibronic transition is proportional to the square of the overlap
integral between the vibrational wave functions of the two states that are involved in the
transition.”
For the purpose of analysis in this thesis, the important aspect of this principle is all
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transitions between potential energy curves will happen at fixed internuclear distances. The
target in the interaction region consists of a supersonic cold molecular gas jet and because
of this the molecules can assumed to be in their neutral ground states before interaction
with the laser pulses. The width of the ground state wave function determines the range
of internuclear distances over which the upper states of the molecules can be populated by
the first photon interaction. This corresponds to the region between the vertical dashed
lines in figure 5.1 and is called the Franck-Condon region.
1.3.3 Molecular structure
The study of molecular structure is a very complex field. Various theories such as the
valence-bond theory and the molecular orbital theory try to explain the chemical bonds
formed in nature. Because the molecules studied here are diatomic (homonuclear for D2,
N2 and O2 and heteronuclear for NO and CO), determining the molecular orbital structure
is a little easier. Many textbooks [103, 104] cover the subject of molecular structure. This
text will only give a quick review of some of the terminology and definitions.
Similar to atomic orbitals which are labeled s, p, d, and so on, molecular orbitals are
labeled by the Greek equivalent σ, pi, δ, etc. Just as the atomic states are labeled by the
capitalized version of the orbitals (S, P, D, etc.), the molecular states are also designated
by their capitalized Greek letters (Σ, Π, ∆, etc.). Molecular orbitals can be thought of as
the linear combination of the atomic orbitals of the valence shell of the constituent atoms.
For diatomic molecules, σ orbitals can be built from s and pz atomic orbitals and have
cylindrical symmetry around the internuclear axis. On the other hand, pi orbitals can be
built from px and py atomic orbitals. The coupling strength between atomic orbitals when
forming a molecular orbital is determined by an integral of the electron wave function
overlap:
S =
∫
ψ∗1(r)ψ2(r)dr
3 (1.22)
where dr3 is the volume element. This explains, for example, why an s orbital will not
couple with a px orbital as their overlap integral is zero. Another important element is the
concept of bonding and antibonding orbitals. A bonding orbital is defined as an orbital
that, if occupied, helps to bind the two atoms together. For a diatomic molecule, an
electron orbital whose wave function has a high probability density between the atoms is a
bonding orbital. In contrast, an electron orbital whose wave function has a node between
the atoms will cause that the nuclei are pushed apart and it is labeled an antibonding
orbital.
One last notation element that can be seen in figure 1.4 has to do with parity. This
concept is only important in homonuclear diatomic molecules and is concerned the with
inversion symmetry of the electron wave function. If after inversion, the wave function
has the same sign, the molecule is said to have even parity and the orbital is labeled ”g”
from the German word for even: gerade. If the wave function changes sign through the
inversion, the molecular orbital is labeled ”u” for ungerade.
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Chapter 2
Experimental tools
The setups of the various experiments carried out forming the basis of this thesis are
outlined over the course of this chapter. First the free electron laser (FEL) technology,
which was used at FLASH (Free Electon LASer Hamburg) in Hamburg (Germany) and
at SCSS (SPring8 Compact Sase Source) in Harima (Japan), is explained. Following
this outline, the reaction microscope, which is the spectrometer used in these studies, is
described followed by the split mirror setup that enabled us to perform XUV-XUV pump
probe experiments. Finally, the instruments used for the IR experiments in Garching,
Germany, the amplified Ti:saphire laser system with compression of the pulse with a hollow
core fiber and the stereo ATI to enable single shot carrier-envelope phase measurements,
are described.
2.1 The Free Electron Laser
Free electron lasers (FELs) were a revolution in the field of XUV-physics. With the newly
built machines at DESY in Hamburg, Germany and at Spring8 in Harima, Japan photon
fluxes and intensities were reachable that had, up to this point, not been possible to be
reached with high harmonic generation (HHG) sources. Although synchrotrons also deliver
a high photon flux, these are not suited for measurements with high temporal resolution
due to their long pulses in the order of several tens of ps. FELs now give access to high
intensity, up to 1016 W/cm2 and short pulses in the region of as low as 20 fs. This chapter
describes the basic principle of a FEL and gives insight into the differences between FLASH
and SCSS.
2.1.1 Electron gun and linear accelerator (FLASH)
The required electrons are generated in the electron gun by a pulsed laser, which hits a
Cs2Te-photocathode. This device is situated in a superconducting radiofrequency (RF)-
cavity that accelerates the generated electrons using a field strength of 40 MV/m, to
relativistic speed. This strong acceleration makes it possible to avoid the electron bunch
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to broaden due to space charge2. Subsequently, the process is continued with a linear
accelerator consisting of five modules, each having a length of 12 m and composed of eight
superconducting RF-cavities. These accelerate the electrons further up to an energy of 1
GeV. By choosing an appropriate phase of the high-frequency voltage, which is applied
to the cavities, the width of the energy distribution can be reduced. Additionally, there
are devices for bunch compression, respectively dispersion control, installed in between the
accelerator modules. A detailed description of the electron gun, the accelerator and the
associated beam-optics can be found in ref. [105].
2.1.2 Undulator
An undulator is a long periodical assembly of short dipole magnets of alternating polarity
(see figure 2.1). This assembly leads to a transversal oscillation of passing electrons with
a frequency depending on the undulator period λu. Taking the length contraction of the
undulator period, caused by the relativistic movement, and the relativistic Doppler shift
into account, the equation for the wavelength of the emitted radiation is:
λ =
λu
2γ2
(
1 +
K2
2
)
, (2.1)
containing the Lorentz factor γ and undulator parameter K, which is amongst other factors
dependent on the gap between the magnetic poles (for more details see [106]).
Since a FEL obtains its special radiation properties from the energy exchange of the
radiation field and the relativistic electron bunch, it has to be maximized. On the one hand,
this leads to the demand of a preferably large interaction region between the electron beam
and the field, i.e. a pointing that is as parallel as possible. On the other hand, the energy
transfer is proportional to the scalar product between the velocity vector of the electrons
and the field vector of the radiation field
dEe
dt
= −e ~ve · ~E. (2.2)
The energy conversion vanishes for all other directions than the transversal component
of the velocity vector ve. Electrons are massive particles and due to the sine-like trajectory,
forced by the undulator, do not move along a straight line. As a result of that, a phase
shift between the electrons and the radiation field is induced. A phase shift per period is
called slip. If the slip corresponds to a multiple of the undulator period, the phase between
the transversal velocity of the electron bunch and the radiation field at the points of the
maximum energy conversion remains constant and the energy transfer is optimized3. For
2At relativistic energies, the parallel electric currents induce attractive magnetic forces counteracting
the Coulomb repulsion.
3Strictly speaking, the energy transfer in this case is zero, since exactly the same number of particles
are gaining energy as dispersing energy. Hence, a wavelength marginally larger than the one given for the
resonance condition in equation 2.1 is chosen. Second order effects can then be accounted for the energy
transfer to the radiation field.
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the phase condition for optimal energy transfer from the electron bunch to the radiation
field also equation 2.1 is unfolding. (see ref. [106])
Figure 2.1: Schematic picture of the FEL with the undulator, which has a length of 30
m and a magnified picture showing the oscillation. The amplitude of the transversal
oscillation is of the order of several microns. (Picture taken from Wikipedia)
2.1.3 The SASE mechanism
The basic principle for the self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) mechanism is that
the intrinsic wavelength of the undulator radiation and the wavelength of the optimum of
the energy transfer are equal. Unlike in an optical laser amplifier this is a desired effect
in an undulator. This concept goes back to the work of J. Madey [107] and it describes
the self amplification of spontaneously generated radiation in an undulator. By applying
this concept so called single-pass-FELs became possible, which avoid two basic problems
with the construction of earlier FELs. Firstly, there are no mirrors with a reflectivity in
the XUV-region that is high enough. This is at least complicating if not circumventing the
setup of a resonator. Secondly, there were no adequate light sources from which photons
could act as seed for the continuing amplification4. Instead, the noise from the first part
of the undulator is used as a seed, using the fact that only wavelengths are amplified,
which are near the intrinsic wavelength of the undulator radiation. The resulting field is
modulating the electron bunch in the course of the undulator in the longitudinal direction
(see picture 2.2), because the electrons dispersing energy to the field are more deflected than
those gaining energy. As a result of this, the electrons accumulate around the points in the
electron bunch where the energy transfer in equation 2.2 is at its maximum. This density
modulation in the longitudinal direction leads to an enhancement of the field, because the
radiation fields of the single electrons do not interfere pairwise destructively as it would for
a uniform spatial distribution. As a result of the increasing field, the compression of the
electrons at the points of the maximum in the energy transfer becomes stronger. These
4For this purpose, nowadays high harmonics of optical lasers could be used, which had major improve-
ments during the last years [108].
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forming segments of the electron bunch are called micro bunches. This self-energizing effect
leads to an exponential increase of the intensity until it saturates [109].
Figure 2.2: Formation of the spatial modulation as a function of the undulator length.
The homogeneous electron packet enters the undulator, becomes modulated and reaches
saturation. In reality there are typically several thousand charge maxima. (Pricture from
[110])
If the latitude of the single micro bunches becomes smaller than the wavelength of the
emitted radiation, then they act as a single radiating particle with a multiple electrical
charge. This is the reason why in the formula for the emitted power, due to this spatially
coherent radiation, the number of the electrons of the micro bunch, Ne, can be found as
an additional factor,
Pγ (Ne) ∝ Nee2γ4v˙2t −→ Pγ (Ne) ∝ (Nee)2 γ4v˙2t = N2e e2γ4v˙2t (2.3)
where v˙t is the transversal speed of the electrons caused by the undulator. Another signif-
icant parameter is the gain length LG of the undulator. Therefore the length in which the
intensity rises by the factor e is:
LG =
λu
2
√
3piρ
, (2.4)
with the FEL-parameter ρ ∝ 3
√
ne
γ
, with dependencies on the particle density of the electron
bunch, ne, and the Lorentz factor, γ. To achieve the shortest possible gain length and there-
fore undulator length at a given particle energy, large particle densities and respectively
current densities on the order of several thousand ampere per bunch, are required.
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At the same time, the overlap between the radiation field and the electron bunch has
to be sufficiently even, meaning that the beam emittance may not be too large, also for
large particle energies and a long undulator. If the overlap is not sufficiently even, the
energy transfer would be insufficient. Additionally, to reach the point of saturation, the
energy spread of the electron beam has to be very low, in the region of 0.01% [111]. These
conditions (derivation see [109]) can currently, for wavelengths in the XUV region, only be
fulfilled by a linear accelerator.
2.1.4 Comparison FLASH - SCSS
(a) Undulator FLASH (b) In-vacuum undulator SCSS
Figure 2.3: Undulators of FLASH (a) and SCSS (b). SCSS has an ”in-vacuum undulator”
that allows a band gap of 3.7 mm and an undulator period of 15 mm to be produced. The
undulator of FLASH has a gap of 12 mm and a period of 27 mm. The shorter period allows
a lower electron beam energy for the same wavelength. Pictures taken from [110, 112].
The main difference between FLASH and SCSS lies in the compactness of the later one.
Whereas SCSS is shorter than 100 m, FLASH has a total length of 315 m. To achieve this
at SCSS a low emittance beam injector is used consisting of a single crystal thermionic
cathode. This has the advantages of requiring less maintenance than a laser driven cathode
and with significantly lower emission, the collimation much easier. The electron accelerator
is also different. While the superconducting accelerator at FLASH is working in the L-
band at a frequency of 1.3 GHz, a new accelerator scheme in the C-band with a frequency
of 5.7 GHz is used at SCSS. The four-fold acceleration frequency results in a gradient of
35 MV/m at SCSS in comparison to 20 MV/m at FLASH despite the super-conduction.
Another difference that contributes to the shortness of SCSS, is the in-vacuum undulator
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which is more compact than the undulator used at FLASH (see fig. 2.3). This leads to a
smaller undulator gap of 3.7 mm at SCSS in comparison to 12 mm at FLASH. As a result
an undulator period of 15 mm can be realized, whereas at FLASH it is 27 mm, this results
in a shorter wavelength at the given electron energy and less electron energy to achieve a
given photon energy. For further reading please refer to [110, 113].
FLASH SCSS
Wavelength [nm] 6.8 - 47 50 / 61
Pulse energy [µJ] 10 - 100 10
Bandwith [%] 1 1
2.2 The Reaction Microscope
Reaction microscopes can be used to perform kinematically complete experiments. That
means that it is possible to measure the momentum components of all particles involved in
the collision process in their final state. In the past years, the method was successfully used
in numerous experiments, including studies of electron collision ionization, ionization and
capture processes in atom ion collisions, single photon ionization and multi-photon strong
field ionization and it turned out to be a reliable technique (for reviews see [81, 114, 115]).
A reaction microscope consists of the combination of a COLTRIMS (COLd Target
Recoil Ion Momentum Spectrometer), which is used to determine the momentum of the
ionized target and an electron spectrometer, that offers the possibility to measure the
momentum of one or several low energetic electrons over a solid angle of 4pi.
Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the setup used at FLASH. The adjustable apertures
are used to cut the beam and to block stray light. The wire is applied to put a shadow
on the jet in order to ionize only with the focused beam. The spherical split mirror is
required to focus the FEL beam into the jet and to split the pulse in two equal parts
to introduce a delay between them. In addition, a variety of apertures are inserted for
differential pumping.
In the following chapter, a short introduction of the generation of the target, the mode
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of operation of the spectrometer and the detector system is given. A detailed description
of the techniques used can be found in [81–84].
2.2.1 Design and mode of operation
2.2.1.1 The gas target
To perform high resolution momentum spectroscopy a cold target is a precondition as
the maximum resolution achievable is limited by the thermal momentum distribution of
the target molecules. The momenta of the measured target fragments are in the region
of a few atomic units (1 a.u. = 1.995·10−24 kg m/s, see appendix 8). If one wants to
measure for example a helium atom with a momentum resolution of 0.1 a.u., than the
kinetic energy has to be determined with a resolution of 0.02 meV, which corresponds to
a target temperature of 150 mK. For comparison, the momentum of oxygen molecules in
the jet is more than 13 a.u.. An additional technical precondition for experiments of this
kind is a target beam that is well localized and colliminated. One reason for that is that
the ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) in the reaction chamber must not be affected by the target
beam to avoid residual gas leading to background in the measurement. Another reason is
that a large overlap between the laser and the target beam would lead to a large reaction
volume, which would lead to more focal intensity averaging on the one hand and affect the
maximum momentum resolution on the other (see ref. [116]). A supersonic gas jet, as it
is used in a reaction microscope, fulfills these conditions. The functional principle of such
a gas jet is based on a supersonic expansion in which the target gas flows from a reservoir
with the backing pressure, p0, through a small nozzle into an expansion chamber under
lower pressure, pexp. When the ratio p0/pexp is smaller than two (details see [117]), the gas
will expand adiabatically behind the nozzle into the first differential pumping stage and a
region with a length of a few centimeters is being formed, where the atoms are faster than
the local speed of sound. This area is called the zone-of-silence. In the ideal case, which
can only be fulfilled by rare gases, the free enthalpy H = 5/2kBT0 (kB the Bolzmann
constant and T0 the temperature of the gas before the expansion), which is the sum of
the thermal energy and the work that is stored in the gas pressure per atom, becomes
completely transformed into directed kinetic energy. That way, the momentum of a target
particle of the mass, m, is:
pjet =
√
5kBT0m. (2.5)
These ideal conditions cannot be reached in reality, because the particles of the gas can
scatter among each other and with the residual gas. The achievable temperature, T , of the
expanding gas is defined by the speed ratio
S =
vjet
vtherm
=
√
5T0
2T
, (2.6)
thus the ratio between the directed velocity, vjet, and the thermal velocity, vtherm, of the gas
jet. The speed ratio is dependent on the used gas, the temperature before the expansion,
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and the product d · p0 between the diameter of the nozzle and the backing pressure. When
using a helium jet with a nozzle diameter of d = 30µm and a backing pressure of p0 = 15bar,
a speed ratio of S ≈ 30 results (see [117]). If the gas has a temperature of T0 = 300K before
the expansion, the resulting target temperature is, according to equation 2.6, T = 0.83 K
corresponding to a momentum spread of δP ≈ 0.24 a.u..
To realize a cold, well localized target from the expanding gas, a particle beam is
clipped out of the zone of silence by a cone-like aperture with a sharp edge, the skimmer
(see figure 2.5). For this work a differential pumping stage with a second skimmer, which is
pumped separately, is located between the expansion and the reaction chamber. Thereby
it is guaranteed that the vacuum in the reaction chamber does not become perturbed by
the operation of the jet. When the jet is operating, the pressure in the expansion chamber
is pexp ≈ 10−3 mbar. In the second stage the pressure is between 10−6 and 10−5 mbar and
in the reaction chamber it is between 10−12 and 10−9 mbar. After passing the reaction
chamber, the jet is terminated in an additional differential pumping stage. The pressure in
the reaction chamber corresponds to a particle density of 107 to 104 per cubic centimeter
when the jet is used. At a pressure of 1 bar it is 2.7 · 1019 per cubic centimeter.
Figure 2.5: Design of a supersonic gas jet. For further information, see text.
By using the skimmers, the temperature of the jet is reduced additionally, because
particles with a larger transversal momentum are suppressed. The momentum distribution
of the target is then determined by the geometry and the velocity of the jet. With a distance
of 3 cm between the nozzle and the second skimmer, a skimmer diameter of 0.6 mm and a
directional momentum of 5.9 a.u. are given for helium (from equation 2.5), the momentum
width perpendicular to the beam is ∆P ≈ 0.12 a.u..
In principle, even lower temperatures are accessible with this technique if the target
gas is pre-cooled in the reservoir prior to the expansion. This approach of pre-cooling was
used at specific experiments that were performed at FLASH and at SCSS.
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2.2.1.2 The Spectrometer
The purpose of the spectrometer of the reaction microscope is to guide the ions and elec-
trons onto the detectors in a way that allows the momenta to be determined. The design
and the mode of operation of such a spectrometer is illustrated in figure 2.6. In the mid-
dle of the spectrometer the target beam and the projectile beam, in our case either an
IR laser or an XUV beam from a FEL, cross over and the charged target fragments are
produced. These fragments, electrons and ions, carry information about the reaction in
form of their momenta. Along the spectrometer axis coaxial arranged metal rings that are
connected by a chain of resistors, which when voltage is applied, generate a homogeneous
electric field. This field accelerates the fragments accordingly to their charge to the ion or
electron detector. By using the point of incidence and the time-of-flight from the point of
the interaction to the detector the tree momentum vector components can be calculated
(details see section 2.2.2). For the determination of the time-of-flight a trigger signal is
required, which is associated with the time of the interaction. In the experiments that are
described here either an IR photodiode detecting a reflection from a pair of glass wedges,
or the voltage signal that occurs when an intense XUV pulse hits a dielectric mirror are
used as the trigger signal.
In case of the ions, the dependence of the time-of-flight on the mass charge ratio of
the particle can be used to separate the ion species. For this it is necessary that the
time-of-flight of the ion species differ significantly. This is equivalent with the usually very
well fulfilled precondition that the energy, ions gain in the electric field, is larger than the
energy they obtain from the reaction itself. Furthermore, the solid angle detected depends
only on the acceleration voltage and the size of the detector.
Figure 2.6: Schematic layout of a reaction microscope. The spectrometer is illustrated in
green. The reaction volume has a relevant extension only in the direction of y due to the
small focus of the laser of approximately 15 µm, which is determined by the jet diameter
of up to 1 mm.
For the measurement of the electrons the electric field itself would lead to a ”rather
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low” solid angle acceptance, except if the acceleration voltage needed would be so high that
the momentum resolution of the ions would suffer (see section 2.2.3). Therefore the electric
field is superimposed with a weak magnetic field (order of magnitude 10 Gauss) produced
by a pair of Helmholtz coils, which forces the electrons on a helix shaped trajectory, to
assure that all of the electrons, up to a given transversal energy, hit the detector. Due to
the much higher mass of the ions they are only mildly affected by the magnetic field.
To compensate the effect of an expanded interaction zone on the momentum resolution,
usually a field free drift zone follows the acceleration part [116]. The length of the drift
zone is defined by the temporary focusing condition [116]. Because a tightly focused laser
was used for these experiments, such a drift zone was not necessary and was therefore
omitted.
2.2.1.3 The detector system
To measure the time-of-flight as well as the position where the charged particle hits the
detector a micro channel plate (MCP) with a delay line anode was used. A MCP consists
of a glass plate with a thickness of approximately 1 mm. This glass panel is perforated by
capillaries with a diameter of 10 - 100 µm. The front and reverse of the panel is coated
with a well conducting material, so that two equipotential surfaces are formed. Between
these two surfaces a high voltage of several kV is applied. The primary particle hitting
the MCP releases secondary electrons that are subsequently accelerated by the field and in
turn trigger secondary electrons. The electron cloud leaving the capillary is still spatially
and temporarily constricted, which gives rise to a good temporal and spatial resolution.
The capillaries are slightly tilted against the surface normal (see figure 2.7). This serves
two purposes. Firstly the electron will hit the wall of the capillary more easily to produce
secondary electrons if it is not parallel to the acceleration direction. Secondly ions which
become accelerated in the other direction due to the different sign of their charge, will hit
the capillary surface after a short acceleration length and are not able to knock out other
ions. Additionally these are not able to exit the channel plate towards the spectrometer.
The described ions are produced by rest gas ionization by electrons. At this exact point
in time, tMCP , when the multiplicated electrons leave the MCP, a voltage drop can be
measured via the decoupling electronics at the channel plate. By using this time and
the time of the trigger signal, ttrigger, (see section 2.2.1.2) the time-of-flight, tToF , of the
primary particle hitting the MCP can be calculated:
tToF = tMCP − ttrigger. (2.7)
To retrieve were the primary particle hits the MCP, the exit point of the electron cloud
is determined. This is done by using a delay line anode, which consists of long wires that
are wound around a ceramics holder. In these wires a voltage signal is induced by the
passing electrons. This signal then travels from the point of origin to the ends of the
wire, were it is read out. For each direction there are always two sets of wires which are
wrapped in a way that does not allow that they have contact and they are also isolated
against earth. Between these wires a small voltage is applied, which results in the fact that
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one wire attracts the electrons more than the other. The second wire serves as a reference,
which allows the suppression of the intrinsic noise of the voltage measurement by using the
differential signal.
Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of the mode of operation of the detector. Right: Multipli-
cation of an incident particle in a capillary of the channel plate. Middle: The emerging
electron cloud initiates a voltage signal in the delay-line anode, which spreads to both ends
of the wire. Left: The composition of the arrival times results in the spatial information.
From [118]
Due to the fact that the propagation velocity in the wire is constant, the difference
between the arrival times of the two signals at the ends of each wire can be used to
calculate the coordinate of the electron cloud’s point of impact:
x ∝ (tx1 − tMCP )− (tx2 − tMCP ) . (2.8)
Here tx1 and tx2 stand for the arrival times of the voltage signal at the two ends of the wire
in x direction. The calculation of the y coordinate is done correspondingly. The conversion
of the coordinate from a time into a spatial scale is carried out by a constant factor. This
factor can be calculated using the size of the detector and the time the signal needs to
propagate through the complete wire.
If the temporal distance between two incident particles is longer than the time the
signals need in order to reach to the ends of the wires, the location and the time of
incidence can be determined. If the delay between two events is shorter than this, then
it is likely that two errors may have occurred. Either, the delay line signals of different
particles arrive at the ends of the wires in an alternating order, or two signals of different
particles can be so close together time-wise, that they cannot be separated by the data
acquisition system. To determine the correct time-of-flight and location of incidence, the
five signals (one MCP and four delay line signals) belonging together have to be found.
For this, we can draw on the fact that the sum of the time the signals need to reach the
end of the wires in the delay line is always the same. For the x direction it can be asserted
the following way:
tsum = (tx1 − tMCP ) + (tx2 − tMCP ) = const. (2.9)
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Based on a MCP signal, the corresponding delay line signals can be found by checking
the time sum. The goal of this procedure is to prevent false assignments and therefore
every signal is only used once. If the signals of two or more particles cannot be separated,
then for only for one of these all required signals can be found. The other particle is
considered lost.
2.2.2 Computation of the momenta
In addition to the measured spatial information and the time-of-flight, the precise dimen-
sions of the spectrometer, the voltage applied to the spectrometer and for the electrons the
strength of the magnetic field are needed to reconstruct the momenta of the fragments.
The formulas needed for a spectrometer without a drift zone are presented in this sec-
tion. They are separated in formulas for ions and electrons and for longitudinal (along the
spectrometer axis) and transversal (perpendicular to the spectrometer axis) momentum
components. For a spectrometer with a drift zone the reader may refer to [116].
2.2.2.1 Ions longitudinal
An ion which is produced in the interaction point gains a momentum p‖ and therefore an
energy E‖ = p2/2m by the reaction. The electric field is applied in direction of the time-
of-flight and leads to an acceleration in the longitudinal direction. When the coordinate
system is chosen as in illustration 2.6 the spectrometer axis is along the z axis and the ion
is born at the origin. The acceleration is:
z¨ =
qU
ma
, (2.10)
where a is the length of the acceleration and U stands for the potential between the
interaction point and the end of the acceleration. Integrating twice with respect to time
results in position z (t). If now z (t) is replaced with the end of the acceleration, it follows
from the above for the time-of-flight of an ion from the interaction point to the detector:
t+/−
(
E‖
)
= f · √m · 2a√
E‖ + qU ±
√
E‖
with f = 791.9
ns
cm
√
eV
amu
, (2.11)
where the ”+” stands for ions that are flying after the initial reaction towards the detector
and the ”-” correspondingly for ions that are flying away. The constant factor f originates
from the transformation of the units and it is chosen so the mass m of the ion is inserted
in atomic mass units (1 amu = 1
12
m12C). Accordingly the energies E‖ and qU in eV and
the acceleration length a have to be given in cm.
It is a good approximation that the energy that is gained in the electric field qU is much
larger than the primary energy E‖, because of this, the time-of-flight can be developed in
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a Taylor series around E‖. This way, the time difference to ions with E‖ = 0 can be
approximated as:
∆t = t
(
E‖
)− t (E‖ = 0) ≈ [dt (E‖)
dE‖
· dE‖
dp‖
]
p‖=0
· p‖. (2.12)
With the help of equation 2.11 for the longitudinal momentum in atomic units it is un-
folding (see [115]):
p‖ =
(
8.04 · 10−3a.u. · cm
eV · ns
)
· qU
a
·∆t. (2.13)
By means of this equation the advantage of the previous analysis is clear. For the cal-
culation of the longitudinal momentum p‖ only the time difference between ions carrying
momentum and ions with longitudinal momentum p‖ = 0 is needed, which can be eas-
ily obtained from the mean value of the temporal distribution for the corresponding ion
species (for example see fig. 2.8 for the example O+ ions from O2). The low accuracy
in the absolute measurement of the time does not affect the achievable resolution. The
low accuracy comes from the fact that the run time of the signals and their delay in the
electronic modules are not exactly known.
Figure 2.8: Left: Time of flight spectrum of O+ ions. Illustrated is the evaluation of
the time difference ∆t which is needed for the determination of the momentum along the
time-of-flight axis. The time-of-flight axis (3500-4100 ns) displayed does not correspond to
the absolute time-of-flight but to the time relative to the last trigger from the FEL bunch.
Right: spatial picture of the O+ ions, where the plotted parameters R and ϕ correspond
to the computation of the momenta.
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2.2.2.2 Ions transversal
In the transversal direction there is no acceleration. Therefore, the traveled distance in
this direction with respect to the reaction point is depending on the original energy in
transversal direction E⊥ and the time-of-flight to the detector. Due to symmetry reasons
the image of the reaction point coincides with the center of mass of the distribution on
the detector. The distance R to the center of the distribution in the detector plane results
from:
R =
1
f
·
√
E⊥
M
· ttof . (2.14)
If in equation 2.14 the absolute time-of-flight is replaced by the mean time-of-flight t(E‖)
from equation 2.11, the momentum in the transversal direction becomes:
p⊥ =
(
11.6
a.u.
amu eV
)
· R
2a
·
√
qU ·m. (2.15)
The substitution of t(E‖) by the mean time-of-flight follows the same reasons as in the
last section. Additionally, the azimuthally direction angle ϕ in the detector plane can be
determined using the two independent x and y coordinates on the detector. With this
direction angle and the absolute value of the momentum p⊥ the momentum in the detector
plane can be displayed in polar coordinates.
2.2.2.3 Electrons transversal
Due to their lower mass, electrons are much more deflected by the magnetic field B than the
ions. The magnetic field that is applied in the longitudinal direction, forces the electrons
onto cyclotron orbits with the frequency ωc = e B/m in the transversal plane. The
calculation of the momentum components is again in polar coordinates (p⊥, ϕ).
Starting from the reaction point the electrons start their cyclotron motion with the
starting momentum p⊥ that has to be determined. The radius r of the cyclotron orbit is:
r =
p⊥
eB
. (2.16)
Unfortunately, the cyclotron radius cannot be observed in the experiment. Therefore
it has to be identified indirectly from the distance R between the point of incidence and
the image of the interaction point on the detector. This image coincides, due to symmetry
reasons, with the center of mass in the detector picture. The point of incidence depends
on the rotation angle traveled in the time-of-flight ttof :
α = ωct =
eB
m
ttof . (2.17)
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With the help of the formula that is known from geometry for the chord [119] in
dependence of the radius r and the rotation angle α follows:∣∣∣sin(α
2
)∣∣∣ = R
2r
⇒ r = R
2
∣∣sin (ωct
2
)∣∣ . (2.18)
By inserting equation 2.16 and 2.17 into the initial transversal momentum in atomic
units unfolds:
p⊥ =
(
8.04 · 10−3 a.u.
mm Gauss
)
· R B
2
∣∣sin (ωct
2
)∣∣ . (2.19)
Figure 2.9: Spatial and time-of-flight spectrum of electrons ionized from neon at a photon
energy of 44 eV. The values drawn into the spatial spectrum (left) are related to the
momentum calculation as described in the text. (Picture taken from [120].)
In order to determine the direction besides the absolute value of the transversal mo-
mentum, the emission angle ϕ is needed in relation to an arbitrary reference axis in the
detector plane. To this end, the angle θ, which is enclosed by the position R on the detector
and the reference axis (see fig. 2.9) is measured. From this angle θ the angle α, which
is covered in the time-of-flight, is subtracted or added, depending on the direction of the
magnetic field, and the result is:
ϕ = θ ± α = arctan
(y
x
)
± ωct
2
, (2.20)
where the sign of the angle α is specified by the direction of rotation in the detector plane
that is induced by the magnetic field. The x axis of the detector is chosen as the reference
axis for the angle θ.
It has to be kept in mind that electrons with a time-of-flight corresponding to a mul-
tiple integer of the cyclotron period 2pi/ωc are, independent of their initial momentum,
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mapped onto the image of the interaction point on the detector. For these electrons all
the transversal momentum resolution is lost.
For the absolute value as well as for the angle of the momentum of the electron the
absolute time-of-flight is needed, which can be determined by the periodicity of the electron
motion. These electrons with time-of-flights matching a multiple of the cyclotron period
are mapped onto the image of the interaction point on the detector. If, for example, R
is plotted versus the time-of-flight, the cyclotron period can be revealed by means of the
points with minimal transversal latitude, so called ”wiggles”. Because an electron with
zero time-of-flight has started at the interaction point, this point in time has to coincide
with a ”wiggle”. So if the time-of-flight is known with the accuracy of one cyclotron period,
then the absolute time-of-flight can be determined with a precision of the measurement
of the cyclotron frequency. With typical cyclotron frequencies in the order of 30 ns this
precondition can easily be fulfilled.
2.2.2.4 Electrons longitudinal
The magnetic field does not affect the longitudinal electron motion in the chosen geometry.
Hence, only the time-of-flight is required for the computation of the longitudinal momen-
tum. The approximation that the energy gained in the electric field is much larger than
the energy obtained in the reaction is not valid in this case. Therefore equation 2.11 is
solved for E‖ and for the momentum in atomic units unfolds:
p‖ =
(
0.457 · a.u. ns
mm
) a
t
−
(
80.4 · 10−3 a.u. mm
ns eV
) qU
a
te, (2.21)
where a is again the acceleration length and te stands for the time-of-flight of the electron.
2.2.3 Resolution and acceptance of the spectrometer
The resolution is mainly determined by the target temperature and also the uncertainty
of the spatial and temporal measurement. Those uncertainties arise because of the spatial
resolution, the reaction volume and the temporal resolution of the applied data acquisi-
tion system. Additionally, inhomogeneous electric and magnetic fields can influence the
resolution, but this can be neglected in this instance.
Depending on the particle species and the direction, the resolution is dominated by
different factors. For example the target temperature is nearly insignificant for electrons
whereas it is the major contribution to the error in the ion momenta measurement. There-
fore and in order to give greater clarity, the following sections are split into sections for
particle species and momentum components.
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2.2.3.1 Ions
With equations 2.13 and 2.19 from section 2.2.2 the following terms for the quadratic error
in longitudinal and horizontal direction can be conveyed:
∆p2‖ =
((
8.04 · 10−3 cm a.u.
eV ns
) qU
a
)2
∆t2 + ∆p2therm, (2.22)
∆p2⊥ =
((
11.6
a.u.√
amu eV
) √
qU ·m
2a
)2
∆R2 + ∆p2therm. (2.23)
Here ∆t and ∆R are the uncertainties in the measurement of the time and the point of
incidence. They are determined by the temporal resolution of the data acquisition system
and the extension of the reaction volume and the spatial resolution of the detector. The
thermal momentum spread, ∆ptherm, is the error induced by the finite target temperature.
The target temperature is, as mentioned in chapter 2.2.1.1, depending on the backing
pressure, diameter of the nozzle and the temperature of the gas in front of the nozzle.
Target temperatures employed were of roughly two Kelvin [36] which led to a mean kinetic
energy of 0.26 meV, corresponding to a mean momentum of ∆px,therm ≈ 1.05 a.u. for
oxygen and ∆px,therm ≈ 0.98 a.u. for nitrogen. This is only valid for the expansion
direction of the jet, which corresponds in our coordinate system to the x direction of the
transversal plane. Perpendicular to the expansion direction, the width of the distribution
of the target is determined by the skimmers and apertures. In this plane the momentum
width is given by solely geometrical considerations using the jet velocity 5 and the size of
the skimmers and the apertures. Considering only the first two skimmers, which have a
fixed geometry, results in ∆px,y,therm ≈ 0.156 a.u. for oxygen and ∆px,y,therm ≈ 0.146 a.u.
for nitrogen.
The minimal resolutions achievable (in atomic units), where errors for the spatial and
temporal measurement of ∆R = 0.5 mm and ∆t = 1 ns, respectively, have been considered,
are:
∆px ∆py ∆pz
O2 1.146 0.204 0.156
N2 1.011 0.191 0.146
In the experiment, the momentum resolution of the ions can be estimated on the basis of
the sum of ion and electron momenta of a single ionization event. If the momentum of the
photon is neglected, due to momentum conservation, the sum of electron and ion momenta
of the single ionization is equal to zero. If it is presumed that the momentum resolution
of the electrons is considerably better than for the ions, the width of the sum distribution
is a direct measure of the latter. In figure 2.10 this is displayed for nitrogen.
The values obtained in this way are in line with the calculated values from above, only
in the y direction do the values deviate strongly. This can be explained by the jet diameter
5The jet velocity results from pjet =
√
5kBT0m, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T0 is the
temperature of the gas prior to the expansion [116].
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of roughly one millimeter, because the y direction is the propagation direction of the FEL
beam. This leads to an extended reaction volume in this direction.
Additionally, the angular resolution in the transversal plane can be written as:
∆ϕ =
1
p2⊥
√
(px ·∆py)2 + (py ·∆px)2. (2.24)
In this experiment the angular resolution was between 10◦/p⊥ and 58◦/p⊥ for nitrogen
and between 11◦/p⊥ and 66◦/p⊥ for oxygen. For the first value it is assumed that the
momentum vector shows in x direction for the second value in y direction.
Figure 2.10: Sum of the momenta of electrons and ions in atomic units of the single
ionization of neon subdivided in the three spatial directions. From the values the full
width half maximum (FWHM) of the sum, the momentum resolution of the ions with
δp ≈ FWHM/2 can be estimated. (Picture taken from [120])
The solid angle acceptance of the spectrometer depends on the extraction voltage and
the ion species detected. In the longitudinal direction an ion would get lost, if it would
have enough starting energy to overcome the spectrometer potential and hit the electron
detector. As mentioned above usually qU  E‖ is valid, and therefore the acceptance in
the longitudinal direction is not limited. In the transversal direction the ions which satisfy
R⊥ > RDet are lost. For an applied extraction voltage of 40 V these are ions with p⊥ >
160 a.u. for nitrogen and p⊥ > 140 a.u. for oxygen. If the spectrometer voltage is chosen
sufficiently high, this does not occur.
2.2.3.2 Electrons
First, the resolution of the electron spectrometer is determined by the uncertainty in the
position and time measurement. The target temperature is negligible, as the released
energy in the reaction is much larger than the thermal energy of the target. In contrast to
ions, it is impossible for electrons to specify a value of the resolution for all three directions.
Due to the magnetic field, the resolution depends on the starting momentum and on the
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time-of-flight. This is expressed in the errors of the momenta and the azimuthal angle:
∆p⊥ =
(
8.04 · 10−3B
2
∣∣sin (ωct
2
)∣∣
)√√√√∆R2 +( R ωc ∆t
2 tan
(
ωct
2
))2, (2.25)
∆ϕ =
√(
∆R
R
)2
+
(ωc
2
∆t
)2
, (2.26)
∆p‖ =
((
0.457 · a.u. ns
mm
) a
t2
−
(
80.4 · 10−3 a.u. mm
ns eV
) qU
a
)
·∆t. (2.27)
The following tendencies are evident:
• In the longitudinal direction the resolution increases with larger times of flight.
• In the transversal direction the resolution is behaving periodically with the cyclotron
frequency.
• For times of flight corresponding to an integer multiple of the cyclotron period (the
so called ”wiggles”) the transversal momentum resolution vanishes.
Additionally, a detailed analysis shows that the resolution of the azimuthal angle gets
better with increasing transversal momentum, whereas the resolution of the transversal
momentum itself, (as well as the energy resolution) decreases with larger values [116]. The
acceptance of the electron spectrometer is limited mainly by three factors. First, in the
longitudinal direction by the voltage that is applied to the spectrometer. If the kinetic
energy of the longitudinal movement away from the electron detector is large enough to
hit the ion detector, it is lost. From this the following condition for the momentum in
longitudinal direction emerges:
p‖ < −
√
eU/13.6 · a.u./eV. (2.28)
Second, the acceptance in the transversal direction is constricted by the size, RDet, of
the electron detector. This determines a fixed value for the magnetic field for which the
maximum transversal electron momentum is detected at any time-of-flight. The associated
condition is:
p⊥ <
(
4.02 · 10−3 a.u.
mm Gauss
)
RDet ·B. (2.29)
Third, the so called dead time of the data acquisition system. It is the time period,
during which two electrons that hit the detector shortly after another cannot be distin-
guished. The dead times of the types of detectors which were used during this work were
between 10 ns and 20 ns.
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2.3 The split-mirror setup
To realize XUV-XUV pump probe measurements a split mirror setup was developed. Such
an arrangement has the advantage that the intensity on each mirror can be chosen freely.
The functional requirements for such a setup are challenging, due to of the geometry of
the spectrometer and because of the very high vacuum requirements in the main chamber,
which is below 10−11 mbar. Therefore differential pumping was required. Because of the
design of the reaction microscopes, the focal length could not be shorter than 500 mm in
the experiment at FLASH and 600 mm at SCSS. The focal width was about 10 µm, which
means that for overlapping the two foci an accuracy of at least 1 µm was necessary. This
translates to an angular accuracy of 2 µrad. Therefore the edge of the mirror has to be
positioned correctly within 20 nm. Additionally, the complete beam has to be within the
target gas jet, which has in extreme cases, a diameter of 50 µm. Therefore, the tip and
tilt for the upper mirror and the delay stage on which the lower one is sitting have to be
moved with a precision below 5 µm to hit the jet at the point of the highest density.
Figure 2.11: Technical drawing of the complete mirror holder. The goniometers for the
vertical and the horizontal movement can clearly be seen. The horizontal plate with the
devices for the delay and the spatial overlap can easily be removed to change the mirrors
and for other adjustments. The top mirror can be tipped and tilted with a precision of
0.5 µm in the focal plane to achieve an overlap between the two foci. The lower mirror is
sitting on a delay stage that allows to drive delays up to ± 2.6 ps with a resolution of 4 as.
Furthermore this complete device has to be be able to be shifted along the laser prop-
agation axis to align the focus within the target. For that the alignment is only required
to be one tenth of a mm to be successful. Additionally, the incoming beam is required
to hit the mirror centrally. To achieve this, the mirror setup is mounted on a three axis
manipulator. As knowledge about these parameters was sparse prior to the experiment,
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extensive tests with a preliminary device using IR lasers had to be carried out in Heidel-
berg and the FEL in Hamburg. We also found that closed loop actuators were crucial
for a reliable working setup. Learning from extensive tests contributed to building a very
successful device (see 2.11) that was used at FLASH in Hamburg. The success of the setup
was the reason that it was requested to be used by Prof. Kiyoshi Ueda’s group at Tohoku
University in Sendai for its use within a collaboration at SCSS in Harima, Japan.
2.3.1 The XUV-pump XUV-probe setup
In addition to the accuracy requirements of the optical system the opto-mechanics had to
be integrated into a system that had to meet the following requirements:
• UHV compatibility down to a pressure in the order of 10−10 mbar
• vibrational engineering to prevent oscillations of the mirrors
• good accessibility of the mirrors to exchange them within short time periods if a
wavelength change is to be undertaken
• easy and precise pre-adjustment
• an imaging system for the spatial and temporal overlap that can be used autonomously
(see 2.3.1.1)
• the mirror surface had to be electrically isolated from the ground and connected to
the outside to act as a Faraday cup. This way a trigger signal for the measurement
was obtained [121].
The gap between the two mirrors is parallel to the jet. This had been designed this
way intentionally because it was experienced that the incoming light had to be blocked
from the jet to avoid too many events from the incoming unfocused light. This is done by
a wire inserted into the beam (see figure 2.4) Also, the friction aﬄicted designs of usual
mirror mounts are not working reliably at such a high vacuum, as they tend to jerk. To
avoid this, we eliminated friction bearings in the setup.
For the movement of both mirror halves we applied a set of two different goniometers
(WT-85 and WT-100 manufactured by MICOS, see ref. [122]) mounted orthogonally onto
each other. This setup creates a common center of rotation and was designed to have the
pivot point for all axes within the mirror surface to prevent any deviation. They also have
a smooth and quiet motion, even under vacuum and they have a resolution better then 3
µm in the focal plane, with a total travel range of 10◦.
For the overlap between the foci we chose the S-325 piezo tip/tilt platform from
Physikinstrumente [123]. It does not have any moving parts and has a frictionless, flexure
guiding system. It has a resolution of 0.1 µrad translating in a resolution of 0.5 µm in the
focal plane. The upper half mirror is mounted on the tip/tilt platform to overlay its focal
point with the other mirror half sitting on the delay stage. The total range in the focal
plane is approximately ±4 mm at a focal length of 500 mm.
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Figure 2.12: Picture of the complete mirror chamber including the 3D manipulator and the
mirror setup. The CF200 double cross is twisted against the rest of the chamber because
otherwise the goniometers would not fit into it. The mirror setup is sitting on a tube which
is connected to the movable flange of a manipulator, to allow 3D positioning of the mirror.
To adjust the delay between the pump and the probe pulse a piezo driven guiding
system with a closed loop capacitive encoder [124] is implemented. It is the P-628 piezo
stage built by Physikinstrumente, with a resolution of 0.5 nm. This corresponds to a delay
resolution of approximately 4 as. With a pulse length of more than 10 fs this is more than
sufficient. The total travel range is 800 µm. We usually put the point of zero delay into the
middle of the delay range, which leads to the ability to drive delays of about ±2.6 ps. For
autocorrelation measurements we usually applied only ±100 fs delays and for experiments
on molecules we used up to ±500 fs delays.
2.3.1.1 The imaging system
The imaging system can by driven by two different lasers. The first one is the beamline
laser of the FEL, a HeNe laser which is collinear to the FEL beam, the other is a diode
laser build in our user experiment. With the beamline laser the spatial overlap can be
checked and also it can be made sure that the mirror is hit on the right spot to illuminate
both mirror halves equally. Also we have to use it to pre-align the position of the whole
mirror to be sure that the reflected beam transits the spectrometer and the main chamber
without clipping. The temporal overlap cannot be checked with the HeNe. The diode
laser has two advantages: Firstly, it has a relatively broad spectrum which leads to a short
coherence length. This means that only for a distance of about 10 µm around the point of
zero delay an interference pattern is visible. This way we can determine the point of zero
time delay within a few microns and minimize the alignment-time with the XUV beam.
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Figure 2.13: Schematic drawing of the reflector holder of the imaging system. The three
different possibilities of imaging can be seen. The YAG crystal (yellow) converts the XUV
radiation into visible light, so the beam profile can be checked. Secondly, the glass plate
is used for the imaging using the HeNe beamline laser. It is used to pre-align the position
and direction of the mirror, as well as the spatial and temporal overlap.
For the imaging of the foci with a camera, a glass plate (see fig. 2.13), which is sitting
on a linear manipulator, can be driven into the beam. The glass plate is used with the
beamline laser in a way that the incoming HeNe passes through it and hits the mirror.
The back reflected beam from the mirror is reflected by the same glass plate and leaves
the vacuum chamber through a window and shines on a camera. Then the two spots of
the half-mirrors or their interference pattern are inspected (see fig. 2.14). The interference
pattern can be used to align the overlap in the horizontal plane. To use the diode laser it
is shone on the glass plate so that the reflection hits the split mirror in the center. Then
the reflections of the two mirrors are guided out of the vacuum chamber by the glass plate.
There they are observed by a CCD camera. The interference pattern can also be used to
adjust the horizontal alignment very precisely (down to 50 µm). The interference stripes
(see fig. 2.14) have to be precisely horizontal. Using the camera one can see that the two
beams are parallel in the horizontal plane. The vertical pre-alignment depends strongly
on the divergence of the laser and since the divergence of the diode laser and the FEL are
different, the vertical pre-alignment is not necessarily accurate.
Figure 2.14: Illustrated are interference patterns for different positions near the spatial
and temporal overlap. Due to the geometry of the ”interferometer” (the symmetry axis is
horizontal), lines are visible. (a) If the movable half-mirror is shifted to the left, the lines
will be tilted to the left. (c) Same as (a), if the mirror is shifted to the right. (b) If the
horizontal position is correct, the interference fringes are perfectly horizontal.
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Chapter 3
Pulse characterization at FELs
It is crucial for the understanding of the experimental results outlined in this thesis, to
elaborate on the temporal pulse shapes of free electron lasers (FELs) operating in the
Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) mode. The FEL pulse emerges from shot
noise resulting in significant fluctuations in the pulse shape from shot to shot. This can be
seen in the extensive variability of single-shot spectra [125, 126]. For non-linear matter -
light interactions, the temporal and spectral shape of the pulse is a fundamental parameter
and certain pulse-shape properties must be known or assumed for meaningful analytical or
computational modeling of FEL - matter interaction [127].
The characterization of the XUV pulses of a FEL is not trivial. Possible experiments
are for example, streaking measurements with an IR laser or terahertz radiation but a
jitter between those pulses and the FEL pulse is immanent and therefore other techniques
are required to characterize those pulses. An autocorrelation measurement of the XUV
pulses is challenging and requires a XUV-pump XUV-probe setup, which is a cutting edge
technology. We were the first to do such characterization of the FEL pulses of SCSS in
Japan and only the second team at FLASH in Hamburg.
3.1 Autocorrelation
If a very short laser pulse with a pulse duration on the order of some fs has to be measured,
all electronic devices are much too slow to measure the temporal pulse shape. A way to
overcome this limitation is to use the pulse itself for its characterization. In this technique, a
non-linear signal, e.g. a non-linear ionization process or the production of second harmonic
radiation of an optical frequency in a crystal, is observed as a function of time delay that
is introduced between two equal splits of the pulse. It can be described as:
ΨII(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)I(t− τ)dt /
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)2dt, (3.1)
where I(t) is the temporal intensity distribution of the pulse and τ , is the delay between
the two pulses. The resulting function, ΨII(τ), is the observable and in our case detected
by the nonlinear ionization of an atom or a molecule.
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Unfortunately, the autocorrelation function is not unambiguous, because the chirp of
the pulse cannot be measured. This means, that an autocorrelation measurement does
not fully characterize a pulse. This can only be done e.g. by a SPIDER (Spectral Phase
Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction) [128] measurement, which is, up to
this point, not possible in the XUV regime.
If a Gaussian shaped laser pulse is assumed, the FWHM of the autocorrelation trace
and the pulse width are linked by τFWHM =
√
2 · τpulse. Where τ is the width of the pulse
or of the autocorrelation trace.
Autocorrelation traces were measured with the split mirror setup described in section
2.3, using a reaction microscope, introduced in section 2.2, for detection. The XUV beam
was focused into the target jet and the ion yield was measured while the delay is altered
continuously. This leads to an intensity autocorrelation. The repetition rate of the FEL
was between 300 and 500 shots per second at FLASH and 60 shots per second at SCSS.
With the single event detection scheme, this translates, depending on the target, to between
three hours acquisition time for the argon measurements and up to 22 hours for the nitrogen
data.
3.2 Pulse structures of a FEL
As mentioned in the introduction, the FEL pulse emerges from shot noise and has therefore
a chaotic structure. Earlier measurements [38, 129] showed a multi-peak structure with two
to four narrow intensity spikes with a width of approximately 10 fs within a structure of
some tens up to some hundred fs. The sharp peak can be described as the coherence time
of the FEL-pulse. In the first characterization of the XUV pulses of FLASH performed by
Mitzner et al., they found that the visibility of an interference pattern was only given for
a delay up to ±6 fs and concluded that the coherence time of FLASH was 6 fs (see ref.
[125]). Due to their short coherence time compared to the overall pulse length, these pulses
have a very different behavior in an autocorrelation measurement than the ones derived
from an IR femtosecond laser system.
Figure 3.1: Numerical results for spectral characteristics of single-shot spectra using an
assumed FEL pulse duration of 25 fs.(picture taken from [130]).
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Using the recently published partial coherence method (PCM) by Pfeifer et al. it
was possible to reproduce the single shot spectra and single shot pulse shapes of the
pulses of FELs (see ref. [130]) by generating statistically fluctuating, partially coherent
individual FEL pulses from the measured average frequency spectrum and the average
pulse duration. This way it was possible to generate a top down method for the simulations
of the experimental conditions without a priori knowledge of the precise accelerator and
undulator conditions. This is necessary since these conditions vary due to thermal drifts
and resulting readjustments of the machine.
While the average spectrum of a measurement-run at FLASH looks relatively Gaussian
shaped, measurements of single shot spectra show that the spectra of the pulses consist of
several incoherent peaks (see ref. [125]). These spectra could be simulated within a very
good agreement, as can be seen in figure 3.1.
In figure 3.2, different pulse shapes are simulated from the modeled spectrum and it
is shown that they lead to different autocorrelation traces. The sharp peak around zero
results from spikes in the pulse structure whereas the total pulse length is visible in the
width of the broader Gaussian-shaped structure below the peak. In the literature this
shape of an autocorrelation trace caused by spikes in the temporal structure is sometimes
called German helmet effect. As we found out during our last beam time at FLASH, the
broader structure can be controlled by the length of the electron bunch.
Figure 3.2: Temporal properties of pulse shapes obtained by a simulation based on mea-
sured spectra. a) Calculated average autocorrelation traces. Different FEL pulse durations
(FWHM) are assumed: 15 fs (red line), 25 fs (black line) and 40 fs (green line); more than
1000 pulse shapes are calculated and averaged over. For comparison, the autocorrelation
for a bandwidth-limited pulse of 25 fs duration centered at around 27 nm wavelength is
shown (grey line), as well as a bandwidth limited pulse width. b) Single-shot temporal
pulse profiles simulated with the same spectrum (picture taken from [130]).
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3.3 Results and Discussion
Autocorrelation measurements were performed at two different free electron lasers. At
SCSS it was the first time that such a measurement was accomplished. The autocorrelation
trace pictured in figure 3.3 was measured in helium at a photon energy of 20 eV. This means
that 2 photons have to be absorbed simultaneously to overcome the ionization potential
of 24.5 eV. This is leading to a very clear second order autocorrelation measurement.
Unfortunately the contrast between the peak and the background is not as good as a
perfect autocorrelation would let expect. This has two causes. One is the not perfect
overlap geometry with a split mirror, where the delayed pulse is not only moving along
the laser propagation axis but also slightly up and down. The other reason is that even
if the probability to ionize sequentially is very small it is larger than zero. This results
in a background level of events at all delays and in some cases like, in figure 3.5, the first
reason can cause that the background at positive and negative delay is not even the same.
Nevertheless this does not affect the significance of the measurements.
Figure 3.3: Autocorrelation trace measured with a photon energy of 20 eV in the single
ionization of helium at SCSS. Black line: PCM result for identical pulse replicas normalized
to the same maximum value as the experiment. Blue line: PCM result including pulse-front
tilt (see text). Picture taken from [131]
The autocorrelation trace is pictured in figure 3.3 in the red data points. Additionally
the result of a PCM simulation that assumed a Gaussian shaped FEL pulse with a temporal
width of 28.3 fs is plotted in blue. For a better comparison a constant background is added
and the y-axis is scaled to fit the experimental data. Even though reasonable agreement is
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obtained, the experimental autocorrelation spectrum shows a significant asymmetry with
respect to time zero that is not explainable with the model calculation discussed above. An
autocorrelation trace has to be symmetric and therefore this can only be explained when
he two replicas of the pulse differ significantly. The incoming beam with a diameter of 10
mm is cut by the split mirror horizontally. This directly implies that the FEL pulse shape
changes along the vertical beam cross-section what can be either explained by a spatial
chirp, which can be neglected for a non bandwidth-limited FEL pulse, or by a pulse front
tilt. Such a pulse front tilt is induced when the electron beam in the undulator and the
undulator-axis are not parallel.
If now a pulse front tilt is added to the PCM via a simple model (black line in fig. 3.3),
the simulation is in excellent agreement with the experimental data for an envelope offset
time 1 of τ=2.9 fs and an average FEL pulse duration of 28.3 fs (FWHM). Conversion of
the envelope offset time into a pulse-front tilt angle leads to a value of ∼ 0.02◦. At a beam
diameter of 10 mm this translates to an offset of 3.5 µm of the wave fronts, this apparently
small effect results into a significant broadening of the pulse-width by 2τ ∼ 5.8 fs in the
focus. This is about 20% of the total pulse duration.
Figure 3.4: The result of an autocorrelation measurement in nitrogen with a photon energy
of 46 eV is illustrated. The doubly charged atomic ions are plotted. A clear peak with a
width of 5 to 10 fs is visible, whilst the average pulse length is 30 fs.
Before the shutdown and remodeling of FLASH we were able to measure autocorrelation
traces in oxygen and nitrogen at photon energies of 46 eV and 38 eV. At these levels of
photon energy, an autocorrelation in rare gases was not possible because of resonant states
1The light pulse can be described in the lab-system as a disk with an diameter of 10 mm and an length
of 10 µm. Then a pulse front tilt can be understood as a tilt of this disk against the flight path. The
envelope offset τ is the defined as the time delay between the upper edge of the disk and lower one.
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present in the ionization, which resulted in efficient sequential double ionization. A clear
autocorrelation measurement requires at least direct two-photon ionization for the last
step, without long living intermediate states.
Figure 3.5: Measurement of the pulse structure taken in 2009 of the double charged oxygen
atoms at a KER between 30 and 60 eV recorded with a photon energy of 38 eV. Two
temporal structures are visible. The shorter one has a width of approximately 25 fs,
whereas the longer one is 100 fs.
In the first measurement (see figure 3.4), recorded with a photon energy of 46 eV, a
clear temporal structure with a width as small as 10 fs is visible. This short temporal
structure can be explained by the spikes in the pulse, called coherence time by Mitzner et
al. [125], in association with the high energy that is needed for this channel. This way, the
low energy base of the pulse cannot contribute but the large intensity of the spike together
with the lower and broader base is forming the broader sub-structure and is showing the
average pulse length. When this result is now compared to the same autocorrelation trace
measured with a photon energy of 38 eV one year later, one can see significant differences
(cf. figure 3.5). The broader sub-structure is significantly longer with a width of 100 fs
and the sharper one has nearly three times the width with approximately 25 fs. This
shows that at different settings of the accelerator strikingly different pulse structures are
immanent. Concluding, in order to understand the dynamics in the measurement, the
characterization of the pulse is crucial and it must not be assumed to have the same
conditions from measurement to measurement.
Before the remodeling of FLASH, the electron accelerator produced a very sharp peak
in the temporal electron distribution. This led to the short XUV pulses described above.
Since the remodeling in 2010, the length of the electron bunch is tunable to gain larger
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Figure 3.6: Autocorrelation trace of the fourfold ionization of argon with a photon energy
of 28 eV. A narrow peak with a width of 15 fs that is sitting on a very broad structure
with a width of approximately 300 fs is visible.
photon fluxes with a long pulse for spectroscopy experiments. But in our first beamtime
in Oct. 2010 it was significantly longer than in previous beam times. The remodeling
improved the photon flux by putting more electrons into the bunches, but with standard
parameters only 500 fs pulses were achieved, instead of 30 fs before the remodeling.
After the remodeling in measurements with a photon energy of 28 eV, autocorrelation
measurements were possible in argon. In the fourfold ionization of argon, the last two
photons have to be absorbed in a non sequential way at this wavelength. This leads to a
very clear autocorrelation trace with a good signal to background ratio (cp. figure 3.6). It
is visible that the two temporal structures differ more than in the autocorrelation traces
shown before. While a sharp peak with a width of about 15 fs is visible, the longer structure
has a FWHM of approximately 300 fs. This demonstrates the necessity to shorten the pulse
durations, which were achievable right after the remodeling of FLASH.
In the course of the beam time, it was possible to compress the FEL pulses. This was
accomplished by reducing the bunch charge feed into the accelerator and therefore into the
undulator. On one hand this reduced the photon flux but in parallel it was possible to
reduce the length of the electron bunch. By reducing the bunch charge from 0.4 nC down
to 0.1 nC it was achieved to reduce the FEL pulse length down to 70 fs (see figure 3.7.
Further work will be necessary to reach short pulse durations again at FLASH.
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Figure 3.7: Effects of bunch charge variation on the FEL pulse measured in the fourfold
ionization of argon. A lower bunch charge clearly reduces the pulse length. This can be
seen in the substructure below the sharp coherence spike which is much narrower than
measured with the higher bunch charge of 0.4 nC.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter it was shown, that the XUV-pump XUV-probe experiment allows to char-
acterize the temporal profile and the coherence length of the FEL pulses. A temporal
structure with short spikes indicating the coherence length was revealed using calcula-
tions. We furthermore studied the pulse duration as a function of the accelerator settings
and found an anticorrelation between the bunch charge and the pulse duration. The results
presented here have important consequences for any time-dependent measurement at FELs
since the here identified pulse-front distortion may occur at any VUV and X-ray SASE FEL
and, moreover, might be expected to depend on the actual settings of the machine.
Chapter 4
XUV pump - XUV probe
experiments on femtosecond nuclear
wavepacket dynamics in O2 and N2
Although ultrafast nuclear wavepacket dynamics in diatomic molecules were explored with
strong few-cycle IR laser pulses [85, 87, 88, 95, 132], employing ultra-short XUV pulses may
provide a different insight into the dynamics of chemical reactions. While the ionization and
excitation of molecules in IR laser fields is typically a process involving many photons, XUV
radiation can reduce the ionization and excitation to a single-photon transition. Therefore
XUV-pump XUV-probe studies may give insight into the dynamics of molecules under
different conditions and provide data, where the dynamics is unperturbed from strong field
effects.
In this chapter exemplary measurements for the homonuclear molecules N2 and O2
together with classical simulations of the nuclear dynamics are discussed. First the classical
simulations are explained. Second, the experimental results are shown together with the
simulations. The latter section of the results is split into one part for nitrogen molecules
and another for oxygen molecules.
4.1 Classical simulations of nuclear dynamics follow-
ing XUV photoionization
One-dimensional simulations of the dynamics of bound and dissociative ionic states of
diatomic molecules were performed using a self-written C++ program. In the simulations
the nuclei were assumed as point-like and the evolution in the potential is calculated
classically. The potential curves for this approach were taken from the literature [102, 133–
137]. The mass considered in the nuclear motion is the reduced mass mred =
m1·m2
m1+m2
.
When homonuclear molecules such as N2 or O2 are considered, the reduced mass is simply
mred =
1
2
ma, where ma is the mass of an atom of the homonuclear molecule.
The dynamic calculation assumes a Franck-Condon transition from the ground state of
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of the classical simulations. The simulation is started at the ground
state internuclear distance in the ionic state assuming a Franck-Condon transition (in this
example a N2+2 state is populated in the XUV ionization of N2 via the pump pulse). The
nuclear dynamics evolves in this state for the delay time T . At time T , a second transition
(induced by the XUV probe pulse) populates an energetically higher ionic state (here the
N3+2 state). The successive dynamics occurs on this final state and results in charged
fragments with a kinetic energy release (KER) that depends on T.
the molecule into an ionic state as the first step (see Fig. 4.1). During this transition the
internuclear distance remains constant and equals the equilibrium distance in the ground
state. For the evolution in the populated ionic state, the force, F (R), between the nuclei
is calculated via the gradient of the potential V :
F (R) = − d
dR
Vpump(R). (4.1)
To consider the temporal evolution in this state, the velocity, v(T ), is calculated via,
v(T ) =
∫ 0
T
F (R)
mred
dt. (4.2)
Now the internuclear distance R(T ) at a given time T can be calculated via the integral,
R(T ) =
∫ 0
T
v(t)dt. (4.3)
For the numerical calculations, the integral was substituted by a sum over discrete steps
in time, ∆t, which were chosen as 10 a.u. corresponding to ≈ 240 as. In extensive tests
with different step sizes ∆t it was found, that this step size gives accurate results and
further decrease of the step size does not improve the final results. Furthermore, for test
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potentials, which allowed an analytical integration of eq. 4.3, a perfect agreement between
the analytical and numerical simulations was found.
When R(t) is known, the kinetic energy release (KER), that is the observable in the
experiment, can be calculated for a given delay. The KER is the sum of the energy gained
during the evolution in the first state populated after the XUV pump pulse and the energy
gained in the second state populated after the interaction with the XUV probe pulse. A
dissociation limit of 50 a.u. was assumed. The KER is calculated as:
KER(T ) =
(
Vˆpump(R(0))− Vˆpump(R(T )
)
+
(
Vˆprobe(R(T ))− Vˆprobe(R(∞)
)
. (4.4)
KER spectra as a function of delay could be calculated for the evolution in bound and
dissociative states. 1
4.2 Experimental data and modeling
The data presented here was measured at the free-electron-laser FLASH at a photon energy
of 46±0.5 eV and a pulse duration of ∼30 fs. The intensity in the focus was on the order of
1013− 1014 W/cm2. By implementing the split mirror setup (see chapter 2.3) at beam line
3 (BL3) of FLASH, we were able to perform the first XUV-pump XUV-probe experiments
on molecules at sufficiently high XUV-photon fluxes to observe transitions involving two
or more photons.
The results shown here may be seen as proof-of-principle experiments on the tracing of
nuclear wavepacket dynamics in molecules in the absence of significant external field effects
on the molecular potentials (such as eg. Stark-shifts). Further experiments performed
under similar conditions, beyond the ones shown in this chapter, are the investigation of
wavepacket dynamics in deuterium (see section 6) and the investigation of the dynamics
in more complex molecules such as C2H2 (see [98]) and C2H4, which are not part of this
thesis.
However the simulations were limited by the available potential curves. For the inves-
tigations on large delays up to 300 fs, the potentials had to be known up to distances of
at least 50 a.u.. Those used here were taken from [102, 133–137].
First the results of the measurements on N2 are presented for different ion species
in coincidence where clear structures are visible. In non-coincident data, the molecular
behavior cannot be observed in a clean way. There the dissociative contributions in KER vs.
delay spectra are discussed. For the dissociative states a Coulomb potential was assumed.
In the following the same is done with the results from the oxygen measurements.
Two different pathways are important in the pump-probe experiments. When a molecule
is dissociating, the internuclear distance is small at short delay and increasing steadily.
When these molecules are then probed at different delays, fragment ions can be observed
that shows a decreasing KER with growing delay. This behavior is caused by the antipro-
portional R-dependence of the Coulomb-potential. A bound movement in contrast will,
1Note that even if the pump pulse populates a bound ionic state, the probe pulse typically leads to the
dissociation of the molecule via highly charged repulsive ionic states.
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due to the missing temporal resolution of the long pulses, show itself in a band in the KER
versus delay spectra of a certain width where the upper energy can be understood as the
inner turning point and the lower edge as the outer one. If fragment ions are produced
already by the pump pulse and their energy is not further influenced by the probe pulse,
a discrete horizontal line in the KER versus delay spectra can be observed. We will refer
to these states as the ”non-probed states”.
For the singly charged oxygen fragments also bound states are discussed. Unfortunately
it was not possible to reproduce these features in most of the spectra, because for higher
ionized states no potential curves were available.
4.2.1 Dissociative states of nitrogen
4.2.1.1 Experimental results
Three different charge states for the final molecular state are discussed here: the dou-
bly, triply and fourfold ionized molecule. Fragment coincidences of even higher ionized
molecules were detected, but only with very poor statistics. The three dimensional mo-
mentum information of the two ions, needed for the determination of the KER is detected.
Since the momentum of the electrons is very small compared to those one of the two ions,
they can be neglected.
In figure 4.2 the coincident measurement of singly charged ions emerging from N2+2 (a),
coincidence between singly and doubly charged ions from N3+2 (b) and between doubly
charged ions from N4+2 (c) are displayed. All of them share a well pronounced narrow
dissociation curve at small KERs. The visibility is best in 4.2(a) where no other significant
traces of dissociating molecules can be seen. Three broad bands emerging from bound
states on the one hand and non-probed N2+2 states on the other can be observed. They
have different widths and are centered around KERs of 6.5 eV, 11 eV and 15 eV.
In 4.2(b) the mentioned dissociative curve can also be clearly seen. With a similar
slope, the lower edge of the broad structure between 9 eV and 35 eV is likely formed by a
bunch of states leading to similar KERs. Therefore the curve is smeared out and only a
slight maximum in counts is visible. This dissociative curve with centre energy of about 9
eV at a delay of 300 fs unifies with the broad structure emerging from bound states towards
larger energies. In this broad structure, unlike in the single charged ion coincidences, no
substructures are visible. This can most likely be explained by the smearing of the states
due to the involvement of more than one photon in the transition, since the photon energy
does have a relatively large distribution. Also the population of non-probed states of N3+2
is very unlikely since three photons would have to be absorbed in a non-sequential way.
The spectrum with the highest probing state charge with sufficient statistics is the
one with coincident doubly charged ions emerging from a symmetric Coulomb explosion
of the fourfold ionized nitrogen molecule (N4+2 ). It can be seen in figure 4.2(c). Here the
lower dissociative band can be observed like in the other KER-vs.-delay-spectra, but the
separation from the lower edge of the broad structure at 8 eV is not as pronounced as
in the other spectra. But still it can be distinguished from the edge which is showing a
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Figure 4.2: KER vs. delay spectra of in coincidence detected nitrogen ions measured
at a photon energy of 46 eV. (a) N+-N+ coincidences; (b)N+-N2+ coincidences; (c)N2+-
N2+ coincidences. The dissociative contributions mainly at low energies and some broad,
time independent, events indicate contributions from non-probed states and from bound
oscillating molecules can be seen.
very clear dissociative behavior. Similar to the spectra with singly and doubly charged
coincidences no substructures are visible in the broad structure from 18 eV to 40 eV. A
projection to the delay axis in the high energy part between 40 eV and 60 eV results in an
autocorrelation trace similar to figure 3.4 in section 3.
4.2.1.2 Modeling and discussion
The results of the simulation of the dissociation of the molecules are illustrated in figure
4.4. In section (a) the modeling of the singly charged ion coincidences emerging from
N+2 states as probe states can be seen. The single lower dissociative curve emerging from
population and propagation in N+2 2
2Σg below the lower edge is nicely reproducing the
separated dissociative curve at lower energies. The straight lines come from non-probed
molecules and therefore have no delay dependence except at very small delays and therefore
internuclear distances, where the Coulomb-potential is deviating significantly from the real
potential curves. They contribute to the large distribution described in 4.2.1.1 between 4
eV and 9 eV. For the two bands with larger energies no potentials were found. The slopes
and energies are fitting perfectly to the experimental results.
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Figure 4.3: Potential curves of the observed N2-states. Potentials taken from [102, 133,
136].
Except for the non-probed states the same structure can be seen in figure 4.4(b) and
(c). It is interesting, that N+2 2
2Σg is always the separated dissociative curve with a KER
lower than the rest of the distribution, while all the other pump states contribute to the
lower edge of the broad band. The higher energies observed in this band could not be
reproduced. It can be assumed, that these events come from bound states of the singly
and doubly charged molecule. These could not be simulated, because of the absence of
accurate potential curves for the higher ionized probing states as mentioned before.
4.2.2 Dissociative states of oxygen
4.2.2.1 Experimental results
Like in the discussion of the nitrogen results, three different charge states of the final state
of the molecule are discussed. All of them are measured as a coincidence measurement and
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Figure 4.4: KER vs. delay spectra of in coincidence detected nitrogen ions measured with
a photon energy of 46 eV. (a) N+-N+ coincidences; (b)N+-N2+ coincidences; (c)N2+-N2+
coincidences. The dissociative contributions mainly at low energies and some broad, time
independent contributions emerging from non-probed molecular states are visible.
the KER is displayed as a function of delay.
In figure 4.5(a), the spectrum of singly charged coincidences emerging from O+2 is
displayed. From this spectrum the data for the autoionization process described in chapter
5 was extracted. The spectral region in which the autoionization was found is located
between 1 eV and 2.5 eV. At small delays the depletion is visible without further data
processing. The large distribution of events between 5 eV and 15 eV emerges from bound
O+2 states and from non-probed doubly charged molecular states. No dissociative features
are visible in this spectrum.
In the unsymmetrical dissociation into doubly and singly charged ions out of the O3+2
molecule in figure 4.5(b), again a broad distribution emerging from the probing of bound
states is visible. At the bottom of the broad structure dissociative contributions can be
seen. At small or no delay, the lowest energies measured are 5 eV while at a delay of
300 fs the observed events carry a KER down to 2 eV. The behavior of the lower part of
the KER-vs.-delay spectrum can be explained by the probing of dissociative states of the
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Figure 4.5: KER vs. delay spectra of in coincidence detected oxygen ions measured with
a photon energy of 46 eV. (a) O+-O+ coincidences; (b)O+-O2+ coincidences; (c)O2+-O2+
coincidences. Qualitatively, the data is similar to the data recorded for N2.
molecule.
In figure 4.5(c) the delay dependence of the KER in the Coulomb explosion of the
fourfold ionized oxygen molecule is displayed. The main feature visible is a broad distri-
bution of events with KERs between 5 eV and 40 eV. This large width of 35 eV can be
explained by the slope of the O4+2 potential at small internuclear distances which is much
larger than the slope of lower charge states. This leads to a large spreading of the kinetic
energy. The lower edge of the broad contribution shows a dissociative behavior. Like in
the doubly charged coincidences of nitrogen, an autocorrelation trace can be observed in
the projection of the high energy events , which was already explained in chapter 3.
4.2.2.2 Modeling and discussion
For the singly charged coincidences no dissociative curves were visible. Therefore the bound
oscillating states and non-probed O2+2 states are displayed in figure 4.7(a). It can be seen
that the lower boundary of the broad structure in figure 4.5(a) at 7 eV can be simulated
by the non-probed O2+2 W
3∆u state. The upper boundary of this distribution at about 11
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Figure 4.6: Potential curves of the relevant states for oxygen. Potentials taken from [102,
134, 135, 137].
eV can be described by the oscillation movement of three different O2+2 states which get
probed without further ionization into the 1/r Coulomb-potential. Unfortunately these
bound states are not very accurate because of the probe potential that overestimates the
KER at small probe distances. This effect is getting stronger in the higher charge states
making it impossible to obtain even plausible results. If however real probe potentials for
the triple fold and fourfold ionized molecule would be available, these simulations would
also be possible.
In the modeling of the KER vs. delay spectrum of the coincidences between singly and
doubly charged ions in figure 4.4(b) and the double coincidences between doubly charged
ions in figure 4.7(c) only the lower edge of the broad distribution could be modeled. The
most significant feature is that the lowest and slightly separated dissociative band in 4.5(b)
could not be reproduced. In contrast, for the fourfold ionized molecule the lower boundary
is met in a very accurate way.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated KER vs. delay spectra of in coincidence detected oxygen ions mea-
sured with a photon energy of 46 eV. (a) N+-N+; (b)N+-N2+; (c)N2+-N2+. Clear to see
are the dissociative contributions mainly at low energies and some broad non time depen-
dent contributions emerging from non-probed states and from bound oscillating molecules.
Those can be identified by comparison to the calculations. Unfortunately the oscillatory
behavior from the theoretical prediction displayed in (a) could not be traced in the mea-
sured data.
4.3 Conclusion
As shown in this chapter it is possible to reproduce the KER vs. delay spectra obtained in
the XUV pump XUV probe experiments. With the appropriate backup on the theoretical
side, it is possible to examine the dynamics of molecules in the most defined way. In
this method the transitions between the states are one photon transitions and due to the
absence of strong electric fields the potentials are practically unperturbed.
It was demonstrated that the dissociative contributions of the nitrogen and oxygen
spectra can be simulated in good agreement. For the bound vibrational contributions this
was not possible due to the lack of appropriate potential curves for triply and doubly
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charged molecules. With additional experiments and more sophisticated simulations, that
include modeling of the molecules to obtain potential curves, it would be possible to achieve
a match between experiment and theory.
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Chapter 5
Transient XUV depletion following fs
XUV ionization of oxygen.
The XUV and X-ray ionization of an atom or molecule can lead to highly excited ionic
states which subsequently decay or autoionize. In particular for molecules, autoionization is
an important electronic many-body problem [138]. Even if first described by Maria Go¨pert-
Mayer in 1931 (see ref. [1]), the description of such highly excited states of molecules em-
bedded in electronic continua is difficult due to the mixing of the states. The wavefunction
cannot be described in the Born-Oppenheimer representation. The formation and decay
dynamics of inner-valence excited states and multiply excited states, i.e. the superexcited
states in the inner-valence range, are not yet well understood and are an important subject
for experimental and theoretical studies. So far, most studies on superexcited molecular
ions have been performed in the frequency domain and real-time studies on the coupled
electronic and nuclear dynamics of inner-valence excited ionic species have been sparse
[70, 139]. Knowledge of the dynamics of superexcited states in the inner-valence range is
needed also in other fields such as astrophysics, plasma physics and radiation chemistry
since they play critical intermediate roles in a wide range of reactions [140].
5.1 The autoionization of molecular oxygen
The autoionization of molecular oxygen after XUV excitation was studied spectroscopically
by Bolognesi et al. [141]. These authors investigated the single photon double ionization
of O2 for excitation energies between 32.5 eV and 41 eV, covering the range from the
lowest O+ + O+ dissociation limit up to above the energy level of the ground state of
O2+2 [102]. According to Bolognesi et al., the autoionization mechanism is best described
by a two-step process, where first a near-zero-energy electron and an excited O+∗2 ion are
produced, which subsequently dissociates into ionic and excited neutral oxygen fragments
[141]. The autoionization of the latter finally yields double ionization with very distinct
electron kinetic energies (with the main contributions at about 0.5 eV electron energy).
Sandhu et al. recently performed a first time-resolved experiment, where the autoionization
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of O2 after XUV photoionization was monitored with femtosecond time-resolution [70].
They found that the autoionization follows a complex multi-step process and is prevented
until large internuclear distances (ca. 30 A˚) in the dissociation of the excited oxygen
molecular ion are reached. The dynamics at early delay times and smaller internuclear
distances, however, was obscured from observation in these studies as the laser-induced
depletion of the superexcited state at the probe wavelength of 800 nm was energetically
only feasible at large delays [70]. Shorter probe wavelengths in the VUV-XUV region
are required in order to monitor the dynamics of superexcited molecular states all the
way from their generation to their dissociation and decay. Of particular interest are the
regions, where the molecular orbitals converge to atomic orbitals (as recently studied for
the XUV-induced dissociation of ground state Br+2 [142]). There the internuclear-distance
dependent transition from inner-valence excited states to the continuum states change
significantly and therefore prevent the XUV-ionization of the excited oxygen molecule at
large internuclear-distance were the autoionization takes place (see figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Schematics of the relevant potential energy curves of the molecular oxygen
cation and dication in the XUV ionization of O2 at 38 eV and 46 eV. The XUV pump-
pulse populates either an inner-valence excited state or bound (for 38 eV) or dissociating
(for 46 eV) states of the dication. The time-delayed XUV probe-pulse depletes population
from the autoionizing inner-valence excited state.
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5.2 Experimental results
To examine the transient XUV depletion following femtosecond XUV ionization of oxygen
two experiments at FLASH were performed utilizing different XUV photon energies. The
photon energies for the experiments were 38 eV for the one and 46 eV for the other. The
FEL pulse was parted into a pump and a probe pulse with the split mirror setup described
in section 2.3. These two pulses were then focused into a supersonic gas target and the
ion fragments carrying the information about the reaction dynamics were detected with a
reaction microscope as described in section 2.2.
Figure 5.2: KER (kinetic energy release) spectra of coincident O+ ions recorded after the
ionization of O2 at 38 eV (a) and 46 eV (b). The spectra were integrated over short and
large delay ranges as indicated in the legends. KER contributions associated with the
dissociation via O2+2 states are indicated by the green bars, which are based on the peaks
in the experimental data by Lundqvist et al. (from left to right: W3∆u, B
3Σ−u , 1
1∆−u ,
11∆u, B
3Πg, 1
1Πg, C
3Πu) [5]. Arrows mark significant changes with XUV pump - XUV
probe delay time.
As seen in figure 5.1 two processes compete in the double ionization of molecular oxygen.
When the KER spectrum is examined within two different delay windows (cf. figure 5.2),
between 0 fs and 100 fs and between 200 fs and 300 fs, only very small differences can
be identified. The most pronounced change, which is visible for both excitation energies,
is the rise of the ion yield between 1 eV and 2.3 eV. As indicated in the figure, the
large contribution between 5 eV and 15 eV consists of the peaks of multiple direct double
ionization pathways and shows no large delay dependence. Some of the peaks are quite
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prominent in the measurement with 46 eV, however, the peaks are washed out with the
smaller photon energy of 38 eV. This may be explained by the energy needed to reach the
states contributing here. With a photon energy of 46 eV the doubly charged states can be
accessed by one photon, while at least two photons are required with 38 eV.
In the contribution of the KER spectrum between 5 and 15 eV a small delay dependence
at about 11 eV is visible for an excitation energy of 46 eV. This contribution can be assigned
to the 3BΠg state of O
2+
2 . The delay dependence of the contribution between 6 and 16 eV
is compared to the dynamics of the small peak around 2 eV in figure 5.3. An exponential
fit is made to the dynamics between 6 and 16 eV and revealed a decay with a time constant
of (158 ± 57) fs. The exponential fit of the ion yield with a KER between 1 eV and 2.3
eV shows a time constant of (159 ± 46) fs. These results are in a perfect agreement.
Sandhu et al. found a decay time of ”below 300 fs”. It was defined as finding no significant
contribution of low energy electrons from the autoionizing state. With a time constant of
158 fs as seen in figure 5.3 after 300 fs 85 % are decayed. This is in perfect agreement with
the findings of Sandhu et al. [70]. Unfortunately, no dynamic changes for the O+ ion yield
from the 3BΠg state of O
2+
2 were observed at a photon energy of 38 eV (see fig. 5.2).
Figure 5.3: Comparison of the dynamics observed for coincident O+ ions at a photon
energy of 46 eV within two different KER regions that are indicated in the legend. The
solid lines are exponential fits to the KER data. Both show a time constant of 158 fs in
an exponential fit to the data.
The peak at 2 eV is assigned to an autoionizing excited state of O+2 based on the
arguments below. A peak at a similar energy has been observed in earlier non time-
resolved XUV studies on O2. Johnsson et al. performed studies at FLASH at 44.45 eV
and similar intensities using velocity-map imaging [143]. A peak at 1.93 eV in their studies
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was assigned to the channel:
O2 + hνXUV → O+∗2 + e− → O+ + O∗ + e− (5.1)
with a subsequent autoionization step yielding a second O+ ion:
O∗ → O+ + 2 · e− (5.2)
The O+∗2 state was identified as the c
4Σ−u state by these authors [143]. Lu et al. per-
formed synchrotron ionization studies on O2 with undispersed XUV light (up to a maximum
of 60 eV) and identified a peak in the O+ spectrum at 1.82 eV, which they also ascribed
to an autoionization channel [144]. Lu et al. identified two O+2 states, the c
4Σ−u and the
B2Σ−g states, to be responsible for a contribution at this KER [144]. Based on the earlier
work described above, we assign the contribution at around 2 eV in the coincident O+
spectrum to an autoionization channel. In order to identify the autoionizing O+∗2 state
and perform dynamic simulations on the superexcited state, calculations of the respective
autoionizing states in collaboration with Mathias Nest and Armin Scrinzi are attempted.
These calculations have, however, not converged yet, such that they could not be included
in this thesis.
Figure 5.4: XUV depletion dynamics observed for coincident O+ ions at KERs between 1
and 2.3 eV after femtosecond XUV ionization of O2 at 38 eV and 46 eV. The pump and
probe wavelengths are identical.
When the delay dependence of the autoionization peak of the two different measure-
ments at photon energies of 38 eV and 46 eV are compared, after subtraction of a back-
ground (which is likely due to direct double ionization as it significantly increases with 46
eV) the curves look similar (cf. figure 5.4).
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5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, the transient XUV depletion dynamics of O2 following XUV photoioniza-
tion was studied using a pump-probe approach. The analysis of the experimental results
indicates that the autoionization dynamics of a superexcited molecular ion has been mea-
sured. Further theoretical analysis is needed to understand the data in detail and attempt
a simulation of the experimental traces recorded for photon energies of 38 eV and 46 eV.
This autoionization process of oxygen is interesting for the understanding of such processes
in the ionosphere of the earth where high energetic photons are absorbed by oxygen and ni-
trogen molecules. To understand and model these processes, these first measurements may
serve as a reference to test theoretical predictions of the inner valence ionization of oxy-
gen molecules and autoionization processes. But unfortunately the modeling for complex
molecules as oxygen is still a challenging task.
Chapter 6
Two-photon double ionization of
deuterium
The interaction of two photons with two electrons of an atom or molecule resulting in
ionization two-photon double ionization (TPDI) is among the most fundamental nonlinear
processes in atomic [28, 34, 37, 52, 55–57, 145, 146] and molecular [45, 147–149] physics.
One can consider the TPDI as a benchmark process to test nonlinear theories and to
investigate electron-electron correlations in atoms and the coupling between electronic and
nuclear motion in molecules beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (BOA).
Initiated by experiments that recently became possible using intense high harmonic
radiation (see, e.g., [28, 57, 147]) or ultra-bright, free electron laser (FEL) sources like
the Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) (see, e.g., [34, 37]) and also motivated by
the problems with the prediction of the helium double ionization, theoretical interest in
TPDI has grown significantly (see. e.g., [52, 55, 56, 145] and references therein). Even
recent publications [148, 149] employ the fixed nuclei approximation, due to the extreme
computational requirements.
6.1 Tracing direct and sequential two-photon double
ionization in the XUV regime with femtosecond
pulses.
In the scheme illustrated in figure 6.1, the two different basic TPDI pathways that have
been discussed in the literature for the D2 molecule can be seen. In the ”sequential ion-
ization” (SI) the photons (purple arrows) are assumed to be absorbed in two steps via an
intermediate stationary state of the ion (assumed to be the 1sσg ground state of D
+
2 ). In
a later measurement they were traced in time as indicated by the horizontal arrow (see
section 6.2). For direct or ”non-sequential ionization” (NSI) both photons are absorbed
simultaneously through a virtual intermediate state as denoted by the left vertical arrows.
Although great theoretical efforts were made, questions on the direct ionization of the two
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helium electrons by two photons remain unclear. Even on the level of total cross sections
the debate has not been settled [145].
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the dominant dissociative pathways for single and double ion-
ization of D2 and experimental KER (Kinetic Energy Release) spectrum for coincident
D++D+ fragments created by TPDI via direct and sequential pathways. Depending on
the time (horizontal arrow) when the second photon is absorbed after single ionization,
the repulsive 1/R curve is populated at different R, leading to time-dependent KERs and
allowing for the separation of SI and NSI pathways. The solid gray band indicates doubly
excited states Q2 in Σ and Π symmetries. The Franck-Condon regime is indicated as a
vertical shaded band. (Figure taken from ref. [91])
Since either the statistical significance was weak or, for experiments performed at
FLASH, the intensity of the XUV pulse is uncertain due to the random time structure
of the pulses (see section 3), such a measurement was not performed before. Additionally,
in cases where both processes, SI and NSI, are energetically possible, it was not feasible to
distinguish them.
To understand the various one-photon absorption processes measurements were per-
formed at FLASH with a reaction microscope as described in section 2.2 using ∼30 fs
pulses with a peak intensity of I ∼= 1013 − 1014 W/cm2 and a photon energy of 38 ± 0, 5
eV. The KER spectrum for non-coincident D+ atoms, emerging from dissociative channels
of D+2 , is shown in figure 6.2 together with theoretical ab initio results using the time-
dependent method of [150]. Only fragments emitted perpendicular to the polarization
axis (Θ = 90◦ ± 5◦) are displayed. In good agreement with the calculations and previous
measurements for one-photon single ionization [151, 152] all relevant fragmentation paths
like ground-state dissociation (maximum at EKER = 0), dissociation via the 2ppiu channel
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Figure 6.2: KER spectrum of non-coincident D+ fragments taken under an emission angle
of 90◦ ±5◦ with respect to the light polarization axis (i.e., for final Π symmetry). (Picture
out of ref. [91])
(EKER ≈ 9 eV), and contributions and interferences involving the decay of doubly excited
(Q2) states [153], are very well resolved (figure 6.2). Theory and experiment showed that
the D+2 1sσg ground state is occupied with a probability of 95 %. For the calculations of
our collaborators from the University of Madrid, an exclusive occupation if this state was
assumed for the first ionization step.
The total SI probability PKERSI to a specific KER was calculated as a sum over products
of one-electron probabilities PKERSI = ΣνP
ν
1 · P ν, KER2 associated with the two steps (1)
D2(νi = 0)→ D+2 (ν) + e and (2) D+2 (ν)→ D+ + D+ + e, where, in the BOA,
P ν1 ∝
∣∣∣∣∫ 〈ΨD2i (r, R)|D|ΨD+2 (1sσg)+eel (r, R)〉r × χD2νi=0(R)χD+2 (1sσg)ν (R) dR∣∣∣∣2
P ν,KER2 ∝
∣∣∣∣∫ 〈ΨD+2 (1sσg)+eel (r, R)|D|ΨD++D++eel′ (r, R)〉r × χD+2 (1sσg)ν (R)χD++D+KER (R) dR∣∣∣∣2
(6.1)
D is the transition operator for one-photon absorption, ΨD2i is the initial electronic state
of D2, Ψ
D+2 (1sσ)+e
el is the electronic continuum state of D
+
2 produced after the absorption of
the first photon, ΨD
++D++e
el is the electronic continuum state after the absorption of the
second photon; χD2νi=0, χ
D+2 (1sσg)
ν , and χ
D++D+
KER are the associated vibrational (dissociative)
states; r denotes all electronic coordinates and integration over those is indicated using the
usual bracket notation. Integration with respect to the internuclear distance R is explicitly
indicated. In this model it is assumes that the two electrons are emitted independently
from each other and, consequently, that the time between the two ionization events is
infinite (which is reasonable since the pulse duration is larger than a round-trip time of
any vibrational wave packet that might be created in the first step). In order to obtain
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deeper insight into the process these expressions have been evaluated by either assuming
that the dipole matrix elements do not change with R (what will later be called the Franck-
Condon approximation, FCA) or taking explicitly into account their R dependence (the
non-FCA).
Similarly, one could also calculate the NSI probability as
PKERNSI
∣∣∣∣∫ 〈ΨD2i (r, R)|D(2)|ΨD++D++2eel′ (r, R)〉r × χD2νi=0(R)χD++D+KER (R) dR∣∣∣∣2 (6.2)
where D(2) is the transition operator for the two-photon absorption. Since evaluation of the
R dependence of the integral involving the latter operator is prohibitively expensive [149],
this probability has been exclusively evaluated within the FCA. Since the calculations do
not provide the absolute values of the SI and NSI probabilities, the total probability has
been obtained by fitting aPKERSI + bP
KER
SI (where the ratio a/b represents one effective free
parameter independent of the KER) to the experimental KER spectra in 6.3. In doing so
it is assumed that the SI and NSI processes do not interfere.
Figure 6.3: FIAD and KER spectra for coincident D+ + D+ fragments. Left: Experimental
KER spectrum compared to calculations in the non-FCA and FCA; Right: Experimental
and theoretical β2 values as a function of the KER.
Two clear peaks are visible in the experimental data, one at high KERs between about
16 and 24 eV and a low-energy part extending from ∼5 to ∼15 eV. As illustrated in
figure 6.1, this KER range corresponds to internuclear distances R between ∼1.3 a.u.,
the minimum value within the FC regime, and R ∼6 a.u., which can only be reached
via ground-state dissociation of the 1sσg states. As discussed before, effects <5% were
neglected that might be due to excitation into the Q2 band as well as to the 2ppiu and the
2pσu states. Also plotted in figure 6.3 right are the results of our model calculations for the
non-FC approximation (i.e., by taking realistic R-dependent ionization probabilities into
account as well as for the FCA, assuming constant ionization cross sections as a function
of R). It can be seen in figure 6.3 that neither the SI nor the NSI, when considered
separately, can reproduce the observed peaks and their relative heights. For the intensities
used in the experiment, the correct relative heights can only be obtained if both processes
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contribute in the high-energy region of the KER spectrum, irrespective of whether they
interfere or not. In both the non-FC and FC approximations, the sequential ionization
contributes strongly to the low-energy part, displaying a clear peak that largely coincides
with the experimental one. Some differences between the two calculations are visible at
higher KERs, where the flux obtained within the non-FCA is slightly larger and located
at somewhat higher energies than for the FCA. On the basis of the calculations and by
inspecting the contributions of different vibrational levels to the spectra (not shown here)
an interpretation of our observations is straightforward. It was found that the largest
contribution to SI originates from the ν = 2 state followed by those with ν = 1 and
ν = 3, just reflecting the initial distribution after the absorption of the first photon. The
slightly different KER position of the low-energy maximum in the two calculations indicates
small differences in the population of vibrational states due to the R-dependent ionization
probability in the non-FCA.
Thus, the calculations lead to a straightforward interpretation of the low-energy peak:
a set of vibrational levels are excited on the 1sσg potential curve of the D
+
2 molecule after
absorption of the first photon. Sequentially, if infinite time in the calculations is assumed, a
second photon is absorbed, projecting the corresponding R distribution onto the repulsive
1/R potential curve such that the two maxima simply represent the inner and outer turning
points of the corresponding vibrational states where the time-averaged density distribution
of the states is largest. Since ionization at small R is less likely (because the FC overlap
between intermediate and final vibrational states is smaller near the inner classical turning
point), the maximum at the high-energy part of the KER spectrum is slightly lower. As
the length of the FEL pulse is estimated to be about 30 fs and a wave packet launched
in the FC regime would travel to the outer turning point within about 10-12 fs, the time-
independent approach, under the assumption that all R on the 1sσg surface are equally
populated, seems to be well justified.
It is very obvious that sequential ionization alone cannot explain the experimental
high-energy peak in the KER spectrum. To explain this contribution at EKER = 18.5 eV,
direct TPDI, where the nuclear wave packet has not moved significantly, is needed in both
model calculations [dash-dotted line in figure 6.3 right]. This provides clear evidence that
experimentally both the direct and the sequential TPDI channels simultaneously can be
observed. Also between both pathways can be distinguished through an indirect temporal
measurement exploiting the femtosecond nuclear motion. In particular, fragments with
low KERs can only be created via the sequential absorption of two photons projecting the
D+2 vibrational states created by the first photon onto the repulsive 1/R curve at large
internuclear distances.
Several aspects have to be considered when the results of the model and the experiment
are compared: (i) The present calculations add the contributions of both channels incoher-
ently, thus possible interference between both channels is neglected. Similar interference
effects were recently predicted to occur in three EUV-photon absorption processes [154].
(ii) The experimental pulse duration is limited to about two round trips of the vibrational
wave packet that is launched by the absorption of the first photon such that time-dependent
effects, not yet implemented into the calculations, might occur. (iii) Additional experimen-
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tal effects cannot be excluded due to the essentially unknown pulse structure of the FEL,
which could change even during a single experimental campaign. Measuring the KER
distributions in two different beam times always two peaks were found, but with different
relative weights, most likely due to the different actual pulse durations and peak intensities
achieved.
Also the fragment-ion angular distribution was examined. These can be characterized
by a multipole expansion, in terms of Legendre polynomials, dσ
dΩ
= σ0
4pi
[1+Σi=1,...,nβ2iP2i(cosθ)],
where n is the number of absorbed photons, β2i are the asymmetry parameters and cos(θ)
is the fragment’s emission angle relative to the light polarization axis. FIADs for the co-
incident D+ + D+ fragments have been extracted at selected KERs by integrating events
within ±1.5 eV around the respective central value. The corresponding experimental β2
values from fits together with calculations are presented in figure 6.3, right. The latter
have been obtained within the sequential model by assuming a random orientation of the
D+2 (ν) produced after the first ionization step, that is, β2 = ΣνP
ν
1 β2(ν)/ΣνP
ν
1 ,where β2(ν)
is the asymmetry parameter of D+2 in the vibrational states ν. Good agreement between
theory and experiment is found. Surprisingly, the agreement is also good at high KER
where direct ionization, not taken into account in the present calculations, significantly
contributes.
6.2 Investigating two-photon double ionization of deu-
terium by XUV-pump-XUV-probe experiments
The realization of a femtosecond XUV-pump-XUV-probe scheme opens a new chapter in
ultrafast science by exploiting the huge flux of about 1012 photons/pulse of FLASH. We
trace in real time the femtosecond nuclear wave-packet dynamics in a prototype system,
the 1sσg ground state of D
+
2 , populated with about 95% by absorption of one photon (38
eV) from the pump pulse as depicted in figure 6.1. The dynamics is captured by the
time-delayed XUV probe pulse which ”sequentially” ionizes D+2 and results in its Coulomb
explosion with the kinetic energy release of the fragments, both measured in the reaction
microscope, and is proportional to the inverse of the internuclear distance at the instant
of the second ionization. The experimental conditions were about the same as before.
The dominant fragmentation pathways for direct and sequential TPDI of D2 are illus-
trated in figure 6.1 and both are expected to contribute with comparable amplitude in
each individual pulse (pump as well as probe) to the total double-ionization yield at the
present intensities. In the case of sequential ionization a nuclear wave-packet in D+2 (1sσg)
is launched due to ionization by the first photon and then, either within the same pulse
or induced by the time-delayed replica, projected onto the repulsive D+ + D+ Coulomb
potential after absorption of the second photon. According to the reflection principle, and
neglecting the bound-state nuclear kinetic energies, the R-dependent shape of the wave-
packet is converted into KER that is released in the Coulomb explosion of the deuterons.
Accordingly, the KER spectrum carries information about the time delay between the two
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subsequent photoabsorption events or, turning it around, information about the actual
shape of the molecular wave-packet at the instant of the second ionization step. Consid-
ering the fact that D+2 may get ionized at any R, ranging from the inner up to the outer
classical turning point of the wave-packet in the D+2 (1sσg) potential, the corresponding
KER values are between 6 and 20 eV. In the case of direct TPDI, where the molecule
is promoted directly from the neutral ground state into the double-ionization continuum
by instantaneous absorption of two photons via intermediate virtual states, the observed
KER spectrum exhibits a peak at 18 eV, corresponding to the equilibrium internuclear
distance Re of neutral D2. This interpretation is in agreement with the single excitation
pulse measurement shown in section 6.1.
Figure 6.4: Left: Density plot for the experimental KER spectrum of coincident D+ +
D+ fragments as a function of delay time up to 80 fs. Right: The same as left, but for
theoretical results. (figure from [97])
The KER spectrum measured with the pump-probe setup is shown in figure 6.4 on the
left as a function of the time delay between both FEL pulses. Two pronounced horizontal
bands around EKER ∼= 18 and 10 eV are observed which can be attributed to ionization
of D+2 at the inner or outer classical turning points, respectively. Since the absorption of
one photon from the pump pulse launches a D+2 nuclear wave-packet, which is then probed
during the time-delayed probe pulse by further ionization, a time-dependent oscillatory
behavior for the KER distribution is expected. The result of a projection of the two-
dimensional data in figure 6.4 over the low KER band (from 6 to 12 eV) onto the time axis
is shown in the lower part of figure 6.5. The periodic maxima occur whenever the probe
pulse meets the vibrating molecule at large R. Consequently, by varying the delay time the
D+2 vibrational wave-packet as well as sequential double ionization is probed at different
instants of time. A less pronounced, barely visible oscillation is observed in the high KER
band for a projection of all events with 15 eV < EKER < 21 eV (see upper part of figure 6.5).
To some extent this is expected because at small R, therefore high KER, the contribution
from the direct double-ionization process is largest and the corresponding probability does
not oscillate with delay time because no vibrational wave-packet is launched in the 1sσg
state. Thus, among other reasons, it might be the larger time-independent background
that dilutes the expected oscillations in the high KER range.
In general, the oscillation (amplitude ∼20 counts) occurs on top of a significant back-
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Figure 6.5: Pump-probe delay-time dependence of ion yields in different KER regimes
as indicated in the figure, after proper background subtraction, as described in the text.
Dashed lines: theoretical ionization probabilities (right ordinate) for the corresponding
KER ranges. (figure from [97])
ground of about 100 counts (already subtracted in figure 6.5), consisting essentially of
three contributions. (i) The FEL pump pulse is strong enough to generate direct as well as
sequential TPDI at high KER. At the same time the pulse duration is long enough, ∼30
fs, to produce one-pulse sequential TPDI contributions at low KER as well. (ii) The same
is true for the probe pulse alone, even though this contribution should be negligibly small
for an ideal overlap between both pulses since the pump pulse will ionize all molecules in
its focus with a probability close to unity. (iii) Because the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the envelope of many individual self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE)
pulses has been estimated (and measured [125]) to be ∼30 fs, which means longer than the
round-trip time of the D+2 wave-packet, a pump-probe experiment should deliver a mostly
flat, time-independent behavior.
The question why the ∼20 fs motion of nuclear wave-packets can be mapped at all,
even observing structures as sharp as ∼7 fs, can be answered in light of several recent
measurements ( see ref. [125, 126] and also section 3) on the single-shot characteristics and
the coherence length of the SASE pulses, showing that they contain single spikes as short
as <7 fs (limited by the experimental resolution). Nonlinear autocorrelation measurements
for multiple ionization with our split-mirror setup, where the same pulse is used for pump
and probe and, thus, the width of the most prominent peak of the spiky internal pulse
structure sets the limit for the achievable time resolution, deliver signals shorter than 7 fs
(see section 3).
In light of these results, the KER for sequential double ionization of D2 as a function
of the pump-probe delay time was calculated by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation (TDSE) separately for the two ionization steps using 10-fs-cosine square-shaped
XUV pulses. Single ionization by the pump pulse (D2 ⇒ D+2 ) is treated essentially without
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approximations by including all electronic and vibrational (dissociative) degrees of freedom
(see, e.g., [155] and references therein). In particular, the electron-electron interaction is
included. The time integration is stopped just at the end of the pump pulse and the
resulting nuclear wave-packet, freely propagated in time until the onset of the probe pulse,
serves as a starting point for the calculation of the second ionization step (D+2 ⇒ D++D+),
in which the presence of the first ejected electron is ignored. The corresponding one-electron
TDSE is solved again essentially without approximations by using a method similar to that
described in [156] (in particular, the R-dependent photoionization probability is taken into
account). This model is expected to yield an appropriate description of sequential (pump-
probe) double ionization. The delay-time-dependent KER spectrum calculated for 1012
W/cm2 at 38 eV clearly shows the wave-packet motion over the whole KER range (see
figure 6.4, right), closely resembling the temporal and spatial evolution of the D+2 (1sσg)
vibrational wave-packet that is created after the pump pulse. Results obtained with slightly
longer pulses, containing spikes such as those of the SASE pulses, are very similar. The
fact that the oscillatory structure in the theoretical KER spectrum is considerably more
pronounced than in the experiment is a result of the discussed single pulse-induced double-
ionization processes that are not included in theory. At high KER in particular the direct
TPDI gives rise to a time-independent background contribution.
In order to enable a quantitative comparison with theory, the background contributions
were subtracted from the experimental data for low (6-12 eV) and high (15-21 eV) KER
contributions by exploiting the time-dependent wave-packet motion. For times where the
wave-packet is at the inner (about 16 fs and 38 fs) or outer (about 9 fs and 30 fs) turning
point, respectively, the background contributions for the high- and low-energy KER parts
can be generated separately and have been subtracted for the respective time-dependent
traces shown in figure 6.5. Comparisons with the equivalent theoretical yields are in good
agreement, thus demonstrating that the model has captured the essential physics. A
Fourier analysis of the low-energy KER oscillations, where slightly better statistical sig-
nificance could be achieved, showed a period of 22 ± 4 fs and 23.8 fs for experiment and
theory, respectively, which is in very good agreement with the expected 22-fs oscillation
period of a freely propagating nuclear wave-packet in D+2 (1sσg) [157].
The wave-packet motion might provide the key to unambiguously determine the cross
section for direct TPDI in the future. Using slightly reduced photon energies (∼30 eV)
sequential TPDI is not allowed at small R (see figure 6.1). Then, any experimental ob-
servation of high KER events at times (e.g., at 30 fs) where the wave-packet is at large
R, therefore small KER, must be entirely due to direct TPDI induced by the pump pulse
and/or the probe pulse. The ratio of the integrated direct TPDI signal, the high KER
events, to the sequential one, together with the theoretically available sequential TPDI
probability, will allow to extract the direct TPDI cross section which is much more diffi-
cult to calculate and the subject of considerable interest for theory [69, 149]. This is true
for not too intense pulses (< 1013 W/cm2) such that sequential three-photon processes
do not significantly contribute. The method would profit from shorter pulses (< 10 fs)
recently demonstrated at the Linac Coherent Light Source in the USA.
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6.3 Conclusion
In summary, two-photon double ionization of D2 at 38 eV photon energy has been explored
by inspecting fragment angular distributions and kinetic energy releases in the D+ + D+
final channel. We demonstrate that the KER spectra encode the time in between the
absorption of the two photons through the internal molecular dynamics, enabling us to
distinguish between sequential and direct absorption pathways and therefore quantifying
their relative contribution. Also the FIADs are inspected and show distinct differences for
the SI and NSI, being in reasonable agreement with the theoretical prediction for sequential
ionization.
Also a femtosecond XUV-pump XUV-probe experiment has been performed and time-
dependent sequential two-photon double ionization has been explored. By measuring the
KER via coincident D+ + D+ fragmentation detection, the 1sσg D
+
2 bound-state vibrational
wave-packet, launched by ionization with the pump pulse, was imaged via its reflection on
the Coulomb potential with the probe pulse. The motion of this wave-packet was traced
with ¡10 fs time resolution. Comparison with sophisticated model calculations yields good
overall agreement with the experimental delay-time-dependent KER spectrum and the
observed vibrational period of 22 ±4 fs.
Our XUV pump-probe scheme combined with many-particle imaging methods opens
a variety of future possibilities: (i) Highly excited states, such as metastable dication
states in N2+2 or doubly excited D
∗∗
2 , can easily be reached within just one frequency-
controlled XUV pump step. Moreover, light-induced conformational changes in molecules
(e.g. isomerization) or investigations of the dynamics at conical intersections will become
accessible. (ii) At high-enough photon energies, the nuclear wave-packet as a whole is
projected from position (R) to momentum space allowing for its complete imaging, which
is different from previous measurements with IR lasers where the wave-packet could not be
traced at small R. (iii) Pump and probe steps are clean in the sense that they ideally involve
one-photon absorption processes. (iv) Measuring the emitted electron in coincidence will
allow time-dependent ”imaging of molecules from within”.
Chapter 7
Carrier-envelope-phase dependent
experiments on atoms in strong
near-infrared laser fields
The ionization mechanisms in the NIR differ strongly from the XUV ionization described
in chapter 1.1. Especially when the intensity and therefore the strength of the fields are
the same, the Keldysh parameter γ differs significantly. Therefore the ionization with NIR
lasers has to be described in the field picture and cannot be handled in the photon picture
as the XUV ionization.
In this chapter, measurements on the effects of the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) on
the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI) of rare gas atoms are discussed. For this a
stereo ATI (see section 7.2.2) for single-shot CEP-tagging has been implemented with a
reaction microscope at the AS1 beamline in Garching. This allowed on the one hand longer
acquisition times, as compared to CEP stabilization which always affects the stability of
the laser system. On the other hand for measuring CEP-effects with a CEP stabilized laser
system, the CEP is shifted by a pair of glass wedges by changing the dispersion of the beam
path. This leads also to change of the pulse length and therefore of the peak intensity. This
means the CEP and the peak intensity are correlated and as a result, the measurement of
the CEP dependence of the ion yield is impaired. All this can be circumvented by measuring
the random CEP of the laser system from shot to shot, together with the single-shot data
acquisition of the reaction microscope allowing experiments with a detail that cannot be
reached with other techniques.
The theory of the strong field ionization is introduced first. After that the setup used for
the experiments is described before the experimental results are presented and discussed.
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7.1 Mechanisms of the NIR ionization
7.1.1 Multi-Photon Single Ionization
The single photon single ionization has been presented in section 1.2. The multi-photon
ionization, which is explained in the subsequent section, can be explained with the same
description. Afterwards the ionization scheme of the tunneling ionization will be presented.
The over-the-barrier ionization, that can be described classically, is introduced shortly in
the end.
7.1.1.1 Above Threshold Ionization
The most striking consequences of multi-photon ionization are the discrete structures in
electron spectra. While electrons with large energies where observed earlier, Agostini et al.
[158] reported, for the first time, discrete electron energies which peak distances correlating
exactly with the energy of a photon. This is yet another phenomenon that at first glance
contradicts the intuition: An already ionized and therefore free electron absorbs further
photons. In principle this process is forbidden by the momentum and energy conservation.
But as long as the electron is not far away from the parent ion there is an interaction
between them via the Coulomb field. This allows the absorption of further photons out of
the light field and therefore the formation of discrete maxima in the energy spectrum of
the photo electrons. Because more photons are absorbed than necessary to overbear the
Coulomb threshold this process is called above threshold ionization (ATI) [159].
Figure 7.1: The principle of above threshold ionization. More photons are absorbed than
necessary to overbear the ionization potential IP . This leads to maxima in the electron
spectrum with a distance of the photon energy ~ω.
If the perturbation theory is applied to the ATI rates, with a simple extension of the
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power law in formula 1.13, the absorption of s additional photons can be described.
wn ∝ In+s. (7.1)
Accordingly it is expected, that the higher order ATI maxima vanish rapidly. But in
the first experiments a discrepancy with the intensity dependence has become evident.
This can be explained by the AC Stark shift of the bound states and the resulting channel
closing [160]. Because the lowest states are nearly unaffected, a shift of the ionization
potential of nearly UP takes place. The ionized electron then carries the energy, E, given
by:
E = (n+ s) ~ω − (IP + UP ) , (7.2)
whereas IP is standing for the unperturbed ionization potential. This leads to a blurring
of the ATI peaks. In addition, in most experiments volume averaging, the integration over
a wide intensity range in the focus, has to be taken into account and because of this the
description is still not ideal.
7.1.1.2 Tunneling Ionization
In accordance to the correspondence principle [161], the laser field can be treated classically,
if the number of the involved photons, and therefore the intensity, is high enough. This
is given in good approximation for the case γ  1. Because of this reason and because
the magnetic field can be neglected (see section 7.1.2), the laser field can be described as a
time-dependent electric field. This external electric field forms together with the Coulomb
field of the atom a potential barrier. This barrier can be penetrated by the quantum
mechanical effect of tunneling. The ionization rate through the potential barrier in a static
field is growing exponentially with the field strength and has the form [162]:
wtunnel ∝ exp
(
−2 (2IP )
3/2
3E
)
. (7.3)
Because the height of the barrier scales with IP/E ∝ IP/
√
I, equation 7.3 can be under-
stood as the exponential decrease of the wave function under the barrier. This model is
used in ADK theory that was postulated in 1986 by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov [163].
As one can see in figure 7.3, single ionization rates can be described very well (1), but the
model deviates at lower intensities where the multi-photon ionization picture is valid.
Besides their different intensity dependence, multi-photon ionization and tunneling ion-
ization show different dependencies of the wavelength, respectively frequency, of the light.
While multi-photon ionization is enhanced if an atomic resonance is excited, the tunnel-
ing rate is basically independent from the frequency. In the tunneling regime the discrete
structures in the ATI photoelectron spectra vanish and for the case of linear polarized light
a continuous energy distribution is visible. It changes its characteristics at an energy of
2 UP considerably (see figure 7.2). Subsequently, a plateau can be observed that reaches
up to approximately 10 UP . From the distinct change in the characteristics at 2 UP the
intensity can be determined by using formula 1.3.
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Figure 7.2: Electron kinetic energy spectrum (left) and momentum spectrum (right) along
the polarization axis. The wavelength was 800 nm. The characteristic change in the slope
at 2 UP and the plateau up ≈ 10UP are clearly visible. (Picture taken from: [164])
7.1.1.3 Over-the-barrier Ionization
If the intensity is increased further, the region of the over barrier ionization is reached (see
1.1). In this case the maximum of the potential is as high or lower then the binding energy.
This means that the electron can reach the continuum more or less unperturbed. In the
experiments that are presented in this thesis such intensities were not used. Therefore the
reader may refer to [165].
7.1.2 Charged particles in the laser field
In order to focus later on the mechanism of double ionization, first we have to go into
the characteristics of charged particles in a laser field. Light can be described as an
electromagnetic wave, with perpendicular magnetic and electric fields. An N -times charged
particle interacts with this field through the Lorenz force:
~FL = N · e
(
~E + ~v × ~B
)
. (7.4)
The force exerted by the magnetic field of the light is, as a consequence of the Maxwell
equations, by the factor of 1
c2
smaller than that of the electric field. At the intensities
that were used for the experiments that are described in this thesis, the velocity of the
electrons is much smaller than the speed of light c, so the magnetic field can be neglected.
We assume that our light is linearly polarized. Then the electric field has the following
temporal shape:
~E = ~εE0 (t) cos (ωt) , (7.5)
whereas the unit vector ~ε is in the direction of the polarization, E0(t) is the envelope of
the laser pulse.
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Figure 7.3: Single and double ionization rates of neon. The ADK theory describes the
single ionization reasonably well. At low intensities the ion yield for the double ionization
is many orders of magnitude larger than predicted by the ADK theory. The origin of the
knee structure in the double ionization rates is explained in section 7.1.3. Picture taken
from [16].
From this the following equations of motion result:
mv˙z = 0, mv˙y = 0, mv˙z = N · eE0 (t) cos (ωt) , (7.6)
where the z axis is in the polarization direction.
7.1.2.1 Trajectories in the oscillating field
We assume that a particle with mass m at the position z = 0 at a time t0 is put into the
oscillating field ~E0(t). Due to reasons that were explained in 7.1.1.2, we assume that this
happens near the time of the maximum of the laser pulse’s electric field. In an optical cycle
of a many-cycle pulse the change in amplitude of the electric field is relatively small and
will be neglected. This is crucial for the case in which the particle returns to its origin.
By integration of the differential equation 7.6 the velocity and the position of the particle
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that, due to the linear polarization, moves along the z axis, can be determined:
vz (t) =
Ne
mω
E0 (t) ( sinωt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Oscillation
− sinωt0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Drift
) (7.7)
⇒ pDrift = Ne
ω
E0 (t) sinωt0 =︸︷︷︸
form=me
2N
√
UP sinωt0, (7.8)
z (t) =
Ne
mω2
E0 (t) (cosωt0 − cosωt− ω (t− t0) sinωt0) . (7.9)
Whether the particles return to their origin and which momentum they are carrying
depends on the phase of the electric field at the first ionization. We are first considering
electrons. Their trajectories are decisive for the mechanism of the electron rescattering.
This is the essential process in high harmonic generation (HHG), non-sequential double ion-
ization (NSDI) and the high momentum electron from the single ionization with momenta
between 2 and 10 UP , in above-threshold-ionization (ATI). In figure 7.4 the trajectories z(t)
for three different starting conditions of the carrier envelope offset phase ωt0 are displayed.
Figure 7.4: Trajectories of electrons in an oscillating electric field. Depending on the time
at which the electrons tunnel out of the atom they obtain a different drift momentum.
The electrons that reach the continuum at the zero crossing of the electric field, gain the
maximum drift momentum of 2
√
UP . The maximum momentum of 3.17
√
UP at the return
to the ion inherit the electrons that are born at a ωt0 = 17
◦ into the field.
If the electron tunnels at the maximum of the field (1), it fulfills only an oscillatory
motion and does not carry any momentum when it returns to the ion. But if the electron
gets at the zero crossing of the electric field into the continuum (3), it gains the maxi-
mum drift momentum of 2
√
UP and it does not return to the ion. In between there are
cases where the electron carries a momentum when returning to the parent ion (2). The
maximum energy that an electron can carry at such a collision is 3.17 UP .
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7.1.3 Double ionization
Multiply charged ions that are generated in the multi-photon ionization were first observed
1979 using the alkaline earth metal barium and strontium, which have two valence electrons
in their outer electron shell [166]. Later in 1982 also doubly charged krypton ions were
observed, that were ionized with 50 ps long Nd:YAG pulses with an intensity of 1013−1014
W/cm2 [167]. The theoretical methods permitted at this time to calculate the total rates
of the multiple ionization in the so called single active electron (SAE) approximation [168–
171]. In the approximation the correlation between the electrons in an atom are considered
only via an effective potential. This means that the ionization dynamics are determined
only by the outermost electron, while the motion of all the other electrons is frozen. In the
SAE approximation it is assumed that multiple ionization is a sequential process. Therefore
the double ionization can be described in this picture as a two-step process:
A+ n1 · ~ω −→ A+ + e−
A+ + n2 · ~ω −→ A2+ + e−,
(7.10)
where n1 and n2 are the number of absorbed photons. With a new generation of lasers
that united high power and stability, ultra short pulses in the order of some fs and high
repetition rates were generated. With these it became possible to ionize atoms even higher
and to determine the rates of the multiple ionization with a very high accuracy for all rare
gases [164].
7.1.3.1 The Non-Sequential Double Ionization
It was observed that SAE based approaches do not describe double and multiple ionization
at low and medium intensities. Even though the experimental intensity dependencies of
the total rates of single ionization are in good agreement with ADK tunneling theory [163],
the results of double ionization show, for certain intensity regions, an ion count rate several
orders of magnitude larger than that predicted by theory [171]. A characteristic knee in
the distribution of the ion count rate is visible, separating the intensity regions where
sequential tunneling predicts the experimental results properly or fails to do so (see figure
7.3). The failure of the SAE approximation to predict the experimental rates indicates
that two electrons are removed in a correlated manner out of the neutral atom instead of
leaving it independently one after another. In 1983 it was suggested by A. l’Huillier et al.
that there has to be a non-sequential mechanism to explain the large rates [172]. Only at
high intensities, when single ionization is saturated, double ionization becomes sequential
and can be described with the tunneling theory. If now the momentum distribution of the
doubly charged ions is analyzed, different patterns are visible below and beyond the knee.
In the sequential region a distribution is visible that is similar to the tunnel ionization in
single ionization (cf. 7.2). In the region of lower intensities the momentum distribution of
the double ionized atoms looks totally different. Multiple structures and broadenings are
visible, that could not be explained in the beginning. The non-sequential double ionization
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(NSDI) was first discovered in xenon [173], then in helium [171, 174, 175], the other rare
gases [15, 176, 177] and meanwhile even in some molecules [177–179]. The effect of the
NSDI is an evidence for the importance of the electron correlation in the interaction of
intense laser pulses and atoms. The process follows the reaction equation:
A+ n~ω −→ A2+ + e− + e− (7.11)
Figure 7.5: The distribution of the ion momenta parallel to the polarization axis shows in
the regime of the sequential double ionization a narrow distribution with a maximum at
pion⊥ = 0. The arrows are positioned at pion⊥ = 4
√
(UP ).
7.1.3.1.1 Rescattering First indications for the mechanism of the NDSI were deliv-
ered by experiments about the dependence of the ionization rate on the polarization of the
laser [15, 180]. It was shown, that the NSDI is suppressed if elliptically polarized light is
used and the knee structure in the distribution of the ionization rate vanishes totally if
circularly polarized light is applied. This effect can be explained very well by the rescat-
tering model but not by other models that were suggested [16]. Additionally also other
effects that are related with NSDI could be explained by the rescattering model. These
are high harmonic generation (HHG) [14, 181], where the recombination of a returning
electron with the parent ion leads to an emission of a high-energy photon with a short
wavelength and the existence of the plateaus in the photoelectron spectra for the above-
threshold ionization, where an elastic scattering of the returning electron with the parent
ion takes place (cf. figure 7.2).
On the first sight the model of rescattering predicts a threshold for NSDI at critical
laser intensity. If the energy that the electron gained in the electric field of the laser is
not sufficient to ionize the ion another time, the distribution of the ratio between single
and double ionization should change abruptly [182]. But this change was measured not as
pronounced as expected [174, 183]. Despite numerous studies, a full understanding of the
dynamics could not yet be reached.
The validity of the rescattering model for NSDI can not be solved finally by the mea-
surement of the ionization rates. These measurements integrate over all kinetic energies
and therefore take only the number of electrons or ions into account. They are not giv-
ing any insight into the dynamics of the ionization process and the correlation between
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Figure 7.6: Rescattering mechanism: An electron is ionized by tunneling ionization and
then accelerated first away from the ion by the electric field and then back. The electron
carries an energy of up to 3.17 UP and if this energy is large enough it can knock one or
more electrons in an (e, ne) like process out of the ion.
the photo electrons. To shed more light onto the underlying physics, differential measure-
ments such as photoelectron spectroscopy and measurements of the correlation between
the energy and the angular distribution are necessary.
Important progress was achieved when the momenta of individual ions and electrons
were measured. With the help of cold target recoil ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS)
the momentum distributions of doubly charged helium and neon were measured [184, 185].
This lead to coincidence measurements, in which the momenta of the ion and all electrons,
that are set free during the ionization process, are recorded with all degrees of freedom. On
the basis of these measurements and with other high resolution experiments that explored
the effects of different wavelengths and intensities [184, 186–188], the mechanisms of the
rescattering for NSDI could be elucidated.
7.1.3.1.2 Collision ionization due to rescattering A clear indicator for the validity
of the rescattering mechanism is the double hump structure in the ion momentum distribu-
tion parallel to the polarization axis, shown in figure 7.7. It is generated by the (e, ne) like
scattering of the returning electron with the parent ion. The momentum of the returning
electron depends on the time at which it was ionized (see section 7.1.2.1). If the second
electron is born near the maximum of the electric field cycle, which is the case for tunnel-
ing ionization, the drift momentum of the double ionized atom is negligible. In contrast,
the largest momentum (pmax‖ = 4
√
UP ) can be gained by the ion if the second electron
is emitted exactly at the zero crossing of the field, which is close to the time where the
most energetic recollision occurs. [184, 185, 189–193]. Therefore, recollision-induced dou-
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Figure 7.7: Ionization at a distinct time of the oscillating field of the laser pulse leads to a
drift momentum. At the ionization time that leads to pdrift = 0 double ionization can not
occur. This causes a double hump structure. Additionally a strong decrease of the double
ionization rate at pion‖ = 4
√
UP can be observed.
ble ionization produces electrons and thus, ions with large longitudinal momenta (since
the momentum carried by the photons is negligible, recoil-ion momentum balances the
momenta of all electrons) leading to characteristic double-hump structures in the ion mo-
mentum distributions. The maximum drift momentum which can be gained by an n-fold
charged ion then is pmax‖ = 2n
√
UP and, as shown in [193], due to the typical recollision
kinematics this value gives an upper classical limit for the most probable ion momenta in
the final state.
7.1.3.1.3 Collision excitation due to rescattering Another effect of the rescatter-
ing is a collision excitation by the returning electron followed by a tunneling ionization in
the next field maximum. This is called RESI (recollision excitation with subsequent ion-
ization). The mechanism is a three step process that is illustrated schematically in figure
7.8.
Figure 7.8: Mechanism of RESI (recollision excitation with subsequent ionization): The
electron is tunneling into the continuum and is accelerated by the laser field. At the
moment of rescattering the ion gets excited into a higher state. The excited ion has now
a smaller ionization threshold. Therefore it gets ionized easily in one of the next field
maxima via tunneling ionization.
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Because the ionization of the second electron is happening via tunneling of the excited
state, the momentum distribution in the direction of the polarization axis looks totally
different in this type of recollision mechanism. As one can see in figure 7.9 a distribution
that is typical for tunneling ionization with a maximum at pion‖ = 0 can be observed
[190]. On the other side it is considerably broadened in comparison with the momentum
distribution of the sequential ionization (cf. figure 7.5). This is owed to the circumstance
that electrons from the excited state can tunnel not only at the maximum of the field but
also at different times that have lower field strength. Because of this the probability of
large drift momenta is higher in the mechanism of RESI as in the sequential tunneling
ionization. This leads to a maximum in the distribution (cp. figure 7.5).
Figure 7.9: Longitudinal momentum distribution of the RESI mechanism according to
[190]. The arrows are marking pion‖ = 2
√
UP . The maximum is at pion‖ = 0 which is
typical for the tunneling ionization.
However at most experimental conditions RESI and the (e, 2e) like ionization do not
appear separated. Therefore, in these cases it comes to a superposition of the momentum
distributions of the double ionization. This leads to the fact that a double hump structure
that should have an ion yield of zero at pion‖ = 0 can not be observed (see figure 7.11).
For a quantitative analysis and simulations please refer to [188].
7.1.3.2 Carrier envelope phase dependence of the non-sequential double ion-
ization of rare gas atoms
The electric field of a laser pulse can be described as:
~E(t) = ~E0(t) · cos(ωLt− ϕ), (7.12)
a pulse envelope with a maximum at t = 0, E0(t), the carrier frequency, ωL, and the
CEP (ϕ) that is freely adjustable and stabilized in modern laser systems. As one can see
in figure 7.10 the electric field of an ultra-short laser pulse is changing its characteristic
drastically depending on the CEP. For a CEP of ϕ = 0◦, a so called cosine pulse, there is
only one large maximum of the electric field in one direction while the other maxima are
significantly smaller. In contrast the pulse at a CEP of ϕ = pi/2, called sine pulse, has two
maxima in different directions with the same magnitude and therefore does not induce an
asymmetry in processes depending of the pulses electric field as described in section 7.1.2.
The NSDI can occur in two different ways that share the first step. First an electron
is released via tunneling ionization. Then the free electron is accelerated away from the
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Figure 7.10: Illustration of the electric field for a cosine pulse (a) and a sine pulse (b). In
the asymmetric electric field of a cosine pulse, an ionized electron can only rescatter if it
is ionized within the first maximum. When it is ionized in the second maximum of the
light field, the successive electric field is not strong enough to guide the electron back to
the core. For a sine pulse rescattering is possible for two different ionization times.
ion and then back when the direction of the electric field of the laser changes its direction.
Depending on the nature of the pulse the electric field is strong enough to guide the electron
back to the ion. That is where the CEP dependence is induced. If the electron collides
with the parent ion, either an (e, 2e) like collision ionization can take place or a collision
excitation can occur. In the case of the excitation, the ion can easily get tunnel ionized a
second time in the next maximum of the laser field. This process is called RESI (Recollision
Excitation with Subsequent Ionization).
As shown in figure 7.10 in a cosine and a sine pulse, different electron trajectories
contribute to the double ionization depending on the nature of the pulse. When the electron
returns to the ion and an (e, 2e) scattering occurs, the resulting doubly charged ion gets
accelerated. This leads to a characteristic peak in the recoil ion momentum distribution.
For a suitable electric field waveform, ionization and recollision with sufficient energy can
be restricted to a single double ionization event. This leads to a fading of one of the two
humps in the double hump structure which is characteristic for NSDI in few-cycle laser
fields. This has been measured before for argon by Liu in 2004 and for neon by Gimpel in
2006 [194, 195] but because of the limited acquisition time with CEP stabilized lasers the
statistics were rather poor. With the new approach with single-shot phase tagging it was
possible to overcome this restriction.
The momentum distributions of argon and neon are very different (cf. figures 7.15
and 7.19), because the RESI contribution (see section 7.1.3.1.2) is filling the dip between
the two humps (cf. figure 7.11). According to Rudenko et al. [190], the final ionization
step of RESI is a tunneling ionization with its momentum distribution centered at zero.
The phase dependence of RESI has not been in the focus until now. The effects observed
here are analog to the phase dependence of the single ionization of the rare gas atoms as
described by Chelkowski et al. [196]. This means the obvious phase dependence in the
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Figure 7.11: Fit of the double hump structure of neon. The ionization and excitation
contribution of the recollision are illustrated. The (e, 2e) like ionization has a more obvious
phase dependence than the RESI part. In argon the excitation part is much larger. This
leads to a filling of the minimum. (Further information in and picture from [188])
measurement of the double ionization is mostly on the (e, 2e) process and will be visible in
an asymmetric depletion of the double hump structure at large momenta. For the phase
dependence of the RESI process one has to look more carefully and further measurements
were also the electrons from the NSDI were measured in coincidence may shed more light
into this.
By adopting the new technique of single-shot phase tagging (cf. 7.2.2) to an IR laser
system with sub 4 fs pulses, it was possible to measure a continuous picture of the CEP
dependence of the longitudinal recoil ion momentum distribution instead of measuring at
specific CEPs. Also longer acquisition times were possible, because the laser system had
not to be phase stabilized, and a correlation between the CEP and the peak intensity could
be excluded. This enabled us to measure the phase dependence of NSDI of neon and argon
with an unmatched phase resolution.
7.2 The IR laser setup
7.2.1 The femtosecond laser system
For the IR experiments described in this thesis a Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA)
system from the company Femtolasers was used. The oscillator is a Ti:Sa (titanium
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doped sapphire) solid state laser that is pumped by a CW frequency doubled Nd:YAG
laser with a wavelength of 532 nm. The oscillator produces a seed pulse for the amplifier
that first has to be stretched from a pulse length of seven fs to a length of seven to eight ps.
This is done by a set of chirped mirrors and bulk glass. If this was not the case, the laser
pulse would gain an intensity during the amplification that exceeds the damage threshold
of the amplification Ti:Sa crystal. Due to stretching, a long pulse with a strong temporal
chirp is given, leading to a lower peak intensity which does not harm the crystal. Now
the pulse is sent four times through the Ti:Sa amplification crystal that is pumped by a
pulsed, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser, and is amplified by a factor of several thousand.
If from this point all of the seed pulses would be amplified, the thermal load would be too
high. Therefore, a Pockels-cell is used to reduce the repetition rate from 80 MHz to 3 kHz
[197]. Now there are fewer pulses, which extract energy from the pump crystal and less
pump energy is needed for a certain gain. These selected pulses pass the crystal for another
five times and gain in total more than a factor of 500,000 in energy. After amplification
the pulse is compressed by a prism compressor and a chirped pulse compressor to a pulse
length of 20 fs. Due to gain narrowing during the amplification the short pulse length
provided by the oscillator cannot be reached after the amplification [198].
To achieve short pulse duration, the beam is focused into a neon filled hollow core fiber.
In this fiber self focusing and wave guiding effects take place, so that the intensity is high
for a long distance [199]. This results in self-steepening and self-phase-modulation which
lead to spectral broadening. In our case, the spectrum reaches from the blue (450 nm)
down to the mid infrared (1100 nm). This broadened pulse becomes recolliminated after
the fiber and again compressed by a chirped mirror compressor. At the beamline that was
used here sub 3 fs pulses can be reached [200].
7.2.2 The stereo ATI
For this thesis also IR experiments have been performed at the MPQ in Garching. These
experiments involved measurements of phase effects of molecules and atoms. A novel tech-
nique for phase measurements was utilized, namely the single shot stereo ATI technique,
described here.
Presently, the CEP effects for a given process are typically measured by locking and
scanning the CEP while acquiring data. This can take more than 24 hours for full dif-
ferential measurements including a delay scan. The phase locking technique is complex
and is typically achieved via feedback loops, which themselves are only stable for several
minutes in the worst case, and several hours in the ideal case. Thus, stabilization of the
laser operating parameters, e.g. temperature and power [201, 202], is required if phase
lock over a period of hours has to be achieved. Therefore, for many applications, it may
be simpler and more effective to renounce the CEP locking mechanisms if a precise mea-
surement of the CEP can be made for every single laser pulse. Ideally, one would like
to have a robust way to measure the absolute CEP of each pulse with a high precision
and accuracy in real time while using minimal laser power. This way the information
can be used as an additional data column for every recorded laser shot of a single shot
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measurement. Additionally, in situations when CEP locking is desired or required, such a
technique could serve as a powerful diagnostic tool or an alternative method of feedback
[194]. Although multiple techniques have been developed which are capable of retrieving
the CEP [203–207], determining the CEP of each and every laser shot individually and
continuously in real time for a kHz laser system was only recently achieved [208].
Figure 7.12: The single-shot stereo-ATI phase meter. Two opposing TOF spectrometers
are mounted in a compact high-vacuum apparatus, carefully shielded (symbolized by the
µ-metal-shielding tubes) from electrical and magnetic fields. Xenon atoms at a pressure in
the order of 10−2 mbar fills the inner part of a differential pumping stage. The xenon atoms
are ionized near the focus of the laser beam and enter the ultrahigh-vacuum drift tubes
through the vertical slits. The electrons are then detected with a pair of MCP detectors.
Drawing taken from [208].
7.2.2.1 Mapping the CEP with rescattered ATI electrons
The approach used here for the phase measurement relies on ATI (Above Threshold Ion-
ization see section 7.1.1.1) in an isotropic medium (gaseous xenon) by a linearly polarized
few-cycle pulse (for the configuration see fig. 7.12). The asymmetric field of the laser
pulse results in an asymmetric photoelectron emission in opposite directions parallel to
the laser polarization. There are two different mechanisms leading to typical ATI photo-
electron spectra. Most photoelectrons leave the atoms directly with low energy (< 2 UP ).
A tiny fraction (< 1 %) are accelerated back to the parent ion and rescatter at a time
t1 approximately three quarters of an optical cycle after the initial ionization at time t0.
Rescattered ATI electrons can acquire substantial kinetic energy (up to 10 UP ) and form
a characteristic plateau [209] at the high energy side of the photoelectron spectra. This
phase measurement relies exclusively on the investigation of these plateau electrons as they
show a stronger phase dependence than direct photoelectrons [196, 210]. For low-energy
(direct) electrons, asymmetric ionization yields at instant t0 are largely wiped out by the
deflection of the photoelectrons in the laser field [211]. High-energy (rescattered) electrons
re-collide with the ion core as already noted. After backscattering at time t1, they can be
accelerated to high energy only if the field strength of the laser pulse is large enough during
the optical cycle following the scattering event. In addition, the field strength should also
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be high at the instant t0 of initial ionization to provide high ionization probability. As t0
and t1 differ by approximately three quarters of an optical cycle, both conditions are hard
to meet for a few-cycle pulse. This, together with some other boundary conditions in the
kinematics of re-colliding electrons, gives rise to the strong CEP dependence of the plateau
part of the photoelectron spectra.
Figure 7.13: ATI with few-cycle pulses. a, Travel times of re-scattered electrons (red and
blue lines) in the ATI process in the electric field of a cosine and anti-cosine pulse. Red
and blue indicates whether the electron, re-scattered after its trip, is detected by the left or
right detector. b, c, Single-shot left and right TOF spectra b and converted energy spectra
c recorded experimentally. The green and red areas indicate the spectral ranges used to
extract the phase asymmetry parameters x and y (definition see text). d, Dependence of
the phase asymmetry parameters x and y on the CEP. Depending on the selection of the
spectral ranges from which the parameters are derived the sinusoidal curves are shifted, in
this case by 60◦. (Picture taken from [208])
The travel times of a few re-scattered electrons in the laser field are shown in fig. 7.13a
for cosine and sine pulses. Red and blue lines indicate electrons propagating to the left and
right detectors, respectively. The asymmetry of the photoelectron spectra (fig. 7.13b,c) is
quantified by the normalized phase asymmetry parameter: (PL − PR) / (PL + PR), where
PL and PR are the numbers of electrons integrated over a certain energy interval emitted
in the left and right directions. It has been demonstrated experimentally and numerically
[196, 211, 212] that the phase asymmetry parameter is depending on the CEP in a nearly
sine-like way if PL and PR are determined from the complete high-energy spectra. The
differential asymmetry, that is the asymmetry calculated for a given range of electron
energies, changes in a nearly sine-like way with a shift of the CEP. However there is a
gradual phase shift in this dependence with increasing electron energy. A novel method
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for measuring and retrieving the CEP was applied, which exploits this observed shift (see
fig. 7.13d) is the single-shot Stereo-ATI technique. Two CEP asymmetry parameters were
defined. These ranges are indicated by the green and brown areas on the time-of-flight
and energy spectra for the cosine and sine waveforms of the laser pulse in fig. 7.13b
and c. The time-of-flight spectra for CEP retrieval were used because those are the raw
unprocessed signals from the measurement apparatus. Parameter x was calculated as
(PL−PR)/(PL+PR), where PL and PR are the integrated signals. y was calculated analog.
The two Parameter CEP asymmetry curves obtained in this way are shifted against each
other by approximately 60◦.
Figure 7.14: Mapping the CEP of non-phase-stabilized consecutive laser pulses. Consecu-
tive single laser shots from a non-phase-stabilized laser at 3 kHz repetition rate represented
on a parametric plot in which the axes x and y are the phase asymmetry parameters derived
for two TOF ranges in the ATI spectra.
Instead of the conventional linear representation (phase asymmetry versus phase), new
insight can be gained by plotting these sine-like phase asymmetries on a Lissajous like
parametric plot with each axis corresponding to one of the two CEP asymmetries. In fig.
7.14, laser shots with a random CEP are shown in that representation. With the two phase
asymmetry parameters, the CEP of each shot (in the entire 2pi range) is mapped to one
point on the ellipse-like curve, which implies that there is no phase uncertainty. The reason
for a slightly deformed ellipse is due to the fact that the phase asymmetry curves are not
perfectly sine shaped and that the responses are not exactly identical if the two electron
detector are not identical, what they never are.
7.3 Experimental results and discussion
7.3.1 Neon
Neon is a perfect model to study the phase dependence of the (e, 2e) like process in the
NSDI, because it is the dominating process. The double hump structure, typical for the
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(e, 2e) process can be clearly seen in neon and RESI plays a much less important role (cf.
[188]). As mentioned above in neon mostly the (e, 2e) process is contributing to the NSDI.
Therefore we can concentrate on its phase dependence.
Figure 7.15: Longitudinal momentum distribution of neon at four different CEPs. The
shift in the momentum distribution in dependence of the CEP is very pronounced. This
data was measured with sub 4 fs pulses and a peak intensity of approximately 5 · 1014
W/cm2.
The neon data presented here was measured with a pulse length of approximately 4 fs,
at a center wavelength of 750 nm and a peak intensity of approximately 5.2 ± 1.3 · 1014
W/cm2. This intensity was extracted from the position of the maxima in the double hump
structure that are located at ±2 UP . Unfortunately the intensity estimation with this
position has a large uncertainty.
In figure 7.15 the CEP-dependent change of the double hump structure of the dication
recoil momentum is very pronounced for NSDI of neon. The individual panels are inte-
grated over a segment of the CEP circle. A very large asymmetry with the right hump
dominating the spectrum between 260◦ and 270◦ can be seen, this changes into a rise of
the left hump between 210◦ and 220◦. The emphasis shifts further on to the left in the
next plotted segment between 150◦ and 160◦ and at a phase between 120◦ and 130◦ the
right hump is mostly suppressed, while the left one is very strong. The most striking fea-
ture in this measurement is the almost completely transfer of events from one side of the
distribution to the other.
If now the momentum is plotted against the phase (see figure 7.16) one can see a
continuously change of the signal from one direction to the other and then back again.
The phase effect is extremely pronounced.
The asymmetry parameter is a measure of the asymmetry of the momentum distribution
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Figure 7.16: Left: Plot of the ion momentum distribution in polarization direction vs. the
phase. The depletion of one of the two maxima near ±2 a.u. at a phases of 100◦ and 280◦
is nicely pronounced. Right: Asymmetry parameter vs. phase. The asymmetry follows a
almost perfect sine function.
in polarization direction 2. It compares the number of counts in the left channel and the
right channel with each other while a maximum asymmetry has the absolute value of 1.
As one can see in the right picture of figure 7.16 the asymmetry is nicely pronounced and
follows a sine function in a nearly perfect way. This measurement was the high signal-to-
noise measurement of the CEP-dependent asymmetry in neon, which became only feasible
with the implementation of the phase-tagging concept described in 7.2.2. It was possible to
achieve much higher statistics as in previous measurements and additionally we were able
to measure all phases at once and did not have the risk that a shift in the laser parameters
falsifies our results.
If the double ionization events are integrated over all momenta, the dependence of the
double ionization yield on the CE-phase can be explored. Naively one would expect that
the double ionization yield depends on the maximum electric field in the laser pulse. If this
shape is now compared to the measured doubly charges ion yield in figure 7.17 it can be
seen that this expectation is only applicable in a limited way. The minima can be found
at the integer multiple of pi while the maxima are shifted in respect to the minima by pi/2.
7.3.2 Argon
In the double ionization of argon, which was also measured with sub 4 fs pulses at a peak
intensity of approximately 1.6±0.4 ·1014 W/cm2, the double hump structure is not visible.
It is known [164], that in argon RESI is a much more important process at low intensities
than (e, 2e) Therefore in argon a different CEP dependence might be expected than in
neon. The intensity is again estimated from the 2 Up cutoff in the longitudinal momentum.
2 L−R
L+R , where L is the integral over the events with a negative momentum and R is the ion yield with
a positive momentum.
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Figure 7.17: Integrated ion yield of the double ionization of neon in dependence of the
phase.
The phase effects of the RESI contribution have not been investigated before and until
now there are also no theoretical predictions. Triggered by our results calculations are in
progress.
Figure 7.18: Comparison of the experimental CEP-dependent Ar2+ yield (black squares)
with theoretical predictions (colored lines) for three different intensities from Micheau et
al. [213]. The error bars indicate the statistical error of the experimental data.
Employing the phase-tagging approach, for the first time the CEP dependence of the
Ar2+ ion yield for constant pulse duration and intensity has been measured (see figure
7.18). The intensity in our measurement 1.6(±0.1)×1014 W/cm2 is determined from the
2Up cutoff in the longitudinal momentum (along the laser polarization axis) of H2O
+, which
was present as background in the jet in our experiments on argon. The experimental Ar2+
ion yield data in figure 7.18 is compared to recently published theoretical results by Micheau
et al. [213]. They calculated the Ar2+ yield for a 5-cycle pulse centered at 800 nm at three
intensities of (1.4, 1.6, 2.0)×1014 W/cm2. The theoretical curve for 1.6 × 1014 W/cm2
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agrees best with the data presented here, consistent with the experimentally determined
intensity. The calculations predict minima in the Ar2+ yield at approximately 3/4pi and
7/4pi, which are independent of intensity in this range [213]. In figure 7.18, we choose ϕ0
in the experimental data such that the dip in the total Ar2+ yield occurs at the same phase
as in the theoretical curves. Although the yield is clearly CEP dependent, it has a ±pi
inversion symmetry. However, this ambiguity can be eliminated with the phase-dependent
Ar2+ momentum spectra.
As can be seen in figure 7.19, for argon the momentum distribution is shifting from the
left to the right as a function of the CEP, but the shift is not as pronounced as for neon
(cf. 7.15). In figure 7.19 the red curve is integrated over a phase between 113◦ and 117◦
and the blue one, with a phase between 299◦ and 303◦, show a very nice asymmetry and
differ significantly from the distribution with an integrated phase plotted in black.
Figure 7.19: Longitudinal ion momentum distribution of the double ionization of argon
measured with sub 4 fs pulses at a peak intensity of 1.6 · 1014 W/cm2.The integral over all
phases is plotted in black. One can see that the dip between the two humps is filled up.
In red is the momentum distribution at a phase between 113◦ and 117◦ and in blue at a
phase between 299◦ and 303◦.
If we draw our attention to figure 7.20, on the right the longitudinal momentum is
plotted versus the phase. In contrast to the neon measurement we do not see islands of
high count rate instead we can see a band that shifts up and down. This may be understood
if the large contribution of the RESI process is taken into account, which should have a
phase dependence that is similar to the single ionization via tunneling [211]. There the
main part of the phase dependence is a shift in the high momentum part similar to what
can be observed here.
On the right side of figure 7.20 the asymmetry parameter is plotted against the phase
and it follows a sine curve just as with the (e, 2e) process in neon. If only the large momenta
are taken into account for the asymmetry parameter, the behavior of the asymmetry is
about the same as in neon.
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Figure 7.20: Left: Longitudinal ion momenta vs. the phase for argon. Right: Asymmetry
parameter versus the phase. The momenta chosen for the evaluation of the asymmetry
parameter are between ±1 a.u. and ±2 a.u..
7.4 Conclusion
As shown in this chapter, we were the first to combine single-shot phase tagging and
the reaction microscope technique allowing to record the full reaction dynamics. This
enabled us to measure the phase dependence of NSDI with a sharpness of detail that
has not been achieved before. These measurements showed that the phase dependence of
the (e, 2e) like double ionization process manifests itself in a very pronounced depletion
of one or the other of the two maxima in the characteristic double hump structure of
the longitudinal momentum distribution. The even more startling finding is the phase
dependence in a regime of the up to this point mostly disregarded RESI mechanism. With
ongoing theoretical studies and recent measurements that include also the two emitted
electrons we hope to shed light into this issue.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, XUV pump-probe experiments using femtosecond XUV pulses from free
electron lasers have been performed for the first time to time-resolve ultrafast electronic
and nuclear dynamics in atoms and molecules. This is done to reveal the dynamics of
nonlinear effects in the multiphoton ionization, since even the two photon single ionization
is not jet understood [146].
To perform the XUV-pump XUV-probe experiments, it was necessary to design a split
mirror assembly (see 2.3) to delay a fraction, usually one half, of the pulse. This device was
combined with a reaction-microscope that allowed the recording of the full 3D momentum
information of all fragments (ions as well as electrons) from the interaction of the laser
with an atom or molecule.
Since unseeded FELs do not have a shot-to-shot reproducible temporal structure, it
was necessary to characterize the pulses, as described in chapter 3. Utilizing the split-
mirror setup, non-linear autocorrelation measurements were performed. We were the first
to characterize the pulses of SCSS (Spring8 Compact SASE Source) in Harima(Japan)
and also implemented such measurements at FLASH (Free Electron Laser Hamburg). In
cooperation with T. Pfeifer it was possible to simulate the multipeak structure from FEL
pulses out of the autocorrelation trace. Pulses with an overall temporal width of down
to 30 fs and spikes with a width of below 10 fs were characterized. The knowledge on
the pulse characteristics enabled us to perform calculations for more complex experiments
where the pulse structure plays a role and where the partly coherent pulses were essential
in achieving a time-resolution surpassing the XUV pulse duration.
The first XUV-pump XUV-probe experiments on molecules were performed at FLASH
with oxygen and nitrogen as targets. The fragments from the doubly, triply and fourfold
ionized oxygen and nitrogen molecules were analyzed. Except for the fragments from O2+2
very pronounced dissociative features in the ion kinetic energy release (KER) spectra could
be observed. In addition, broad features in the KER spectra of ionic fragments independent
of the pump-probe time delay were observed, which are ascribed to the population of bound
states by the pump pulse. The nuclear wavepacket motion in such states would cause an
oscillatory behavior, which, however, was not observed in these first experiments due to a
so far limited time-resolution using the FLASH pulses and a limited signal-to-noise ratio.
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All the dissociative features in the spectra of kinetic energy release (KER) vs. delay
spectra could be reproduced. The data show that such measurements can help to track
molecular dynamics in real-time and ultimately image the potential energy surfaces that
are responsible for the unfolding dynamics.
As part of our pump-probe experiments on oxygen, the transient XUV depletion dy-
namics of highly excited O+2 following XUV photoionization was studied. The analysis
of the experimental results indicates that the autoionization dynamics of a super-excited
molecular ion has been measured. Further theoretical analysis is needed to understand
the data in more detail and attempt a simulation of the experimental traces recorded for
photon energies of 38 eV and 46 eV. This autoionization process of oxygen is interesting
for the understanding of such processes in the ionosphere of the earth where high energetic
photons are absorbed by oxygen and nitrogen molecules. To understand and model such
processes, these first measurements may serve as a reference to test theoretical predictions
of the inner valence ionization of oxygen molecules and successive autoionization processes.
The two photon double ionization (TPDI) of deuterium was studied by time depen-
dent XUV pump XUV probe as well as single pulse XUV experiments. In the single
pulse experiments the KER distribution of the non-coincident deuterium ions could be re-
produced theoretically within the Born-Oppenheimer-approximation. The non-sequential
TPDI, where two photons are absorbed simultaneously, and the sequential TPDI, where
one photon is absorbed and after some evolution, the final ionization step takes place with
another photon, could be distinguished. These results are a significant step forward in
the understanding of TPDI. The time dependence of the TPDI of deuterium was then
examined by following the 1sσg D
+
2 bound-state vibrational wave-packet. Its motion was
detected with a time resolution better than 10 fs. The comparison to model calculations
showed a good agreement with respect to the experimentally observed vibrational period
of the state of 22 ±4 fs.
Our XUV pump-probe scheme combined with many-particle imaging methods opens a
variety of future possibilities. (i) Highly excited states, such as metastable twofold ionized
states in N2+2 or doubly excited D
∗∗
2 , can easily be reached within just one frequency-
controlled XUV pump step. Moreover, light-induced conformational changes in molecules
(isomerization) or investigations of the dynamics at conical intersections will become ac-
cessible. (ii) At sufficient photon energies the nuclear wavepacket as a whole is projected
from position (R) to momentum space allowing for its complete imaging. This is different
from previous measurements with IR lasers where the wave-packet could not be traced
at small R. (iii) Pump and probe steps are free from aberrations in the sense that they
ideally involve one-photon absorption processes. (iv) Measuring the emitted electron by
coincidence will allow time-dependent ”imaging of molecules from within”. This will lead
to a deeper understanding of matter-light interaction and nonlinear multiphoton ionization
effects.
Independent from this, in chapter 7 the carrier envelope phase (CEP) dependence of
the non-sequential double ionization (NSDI) of the rare gas atoms of argon and neon was
investigated using near-infrared radiation. Strong field ionization is examined with most
different Keldysh parameter, compared to the XUV-experiments even though the fields do
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have the same strength. These measurements showed that the phase dependence manifests
itself in a very pronounced depletion of one of the two maxima in the characteristic double
hump structure of the longitudinal Ar2+ recoil momentum distribution. Most interesting,
is the phase dependence of the up to this point mostly disregarded RESI (rescattering with
subsequent ionization) mechanism. A very pronounced sine like variation of the asymmetry
in the longitudinal Ar2+ recoil momentum with a period of 2pi could be observed for both
NSDI processes.
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Appendix
Atomic Units
In atomic and molecular physics often atomic units are used. The basic units for length,
mass, charge and velocity depend on the corresponding values for an electron in the ground
state of the hydrogen atom. This results in the following base quantities and constants:
Base units and natural constants
re = 1 au = 5, 2918 · 10−11m Bohr radius of the hydrogen K-shell
ve = 1 au = 2, 1877 · 106m/s velocity on the Bohr orbit
me = 1 au = 9, 1095 · 10−31kg rest mass of the electron
qe = e = 1 au = 1, 6022 · 10−19As charge of the electron
~ = mevere = 1 au Angular momentum quantum
c = e2/(~α) = 137 au speed of light
Often helpful to know are the conversion factors between atomic units and other major
units:
Scaling factors
Energy E [eV ] = 27, 2 · E [au]
Momentum p [kg m/s] = 1, 995 · 10−24 · p [au]
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